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a b s t r a c t 

This paper provides an overview of the evolution and state-of-the-art of the Operations Research and 

Management Science (OR/MS) subject area from 1956 to 2019. Using text mining techniques on the con- 

tent of the title, abstract, and author keywords of papers classified by the Web of Science as literature 

review studies in OR/MS, we found that there are 76 topical consolidated clusters in the field covering 

a wide range of reviewed topics. Since 2015, reviews on supply chain risk management and big data 

analytics have had the highest impact in the field, whereas topics such as Industry 4.0, socio-technical 

systems, social networks, green supply, sustainable supply chain, and resilience engineering have all re- 

ceived significant attention from researchers. Reviews on analytic hierarchy process were found to be the 

most impactful overall, showing the high relevance of multi-criteria decision making in the current re- 

search and practice contexts. Furthermore, a text mining analysis of the papers citing OR/MS literature 

reviews showed that optimization continues to be one of the most highly influential methodological con- 

tributions of OR/MS to other research areas and that topics such as circular economy, carbon emissions, 

and social commerce have yet to find some traction in OR/MS research, suggesting future research and 

multidisciplinary opportunities for the field. Results also show that the research area of Public Adminis- 

tration has been greatly influenced by OR/MS reviews as 16% of all the papers published in that field have 

cited at least one of the 1744 review papers included in this study. Finally, a summary table of published 

structured literature reviews per topic (benchmarks, classifications, taxonomies) is presented as a short 

bibliography of OR/MS review papers. 

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The Operations Research and Management Science (OR/MS) 

ommunity has been at the forefront of knowledge concerned with 

mproving firm operational performance in the manufacturing and 

ervice sectors since the establishment of the first OR/MS journals 

n the early 1950s. Practically from the constitution of OR/MS as 

 self-standing science field onwards [1] , topics such as inventory 

ontrol, resource allocation, waiting lines, scheduling, and routing 

ave been regarded as the main application areas addressed by 

R/MS by applying core methodologies such as exact and approxi- 

ate analytical solutions, linear programming, queueing theory, al- 
� This manuscript was processed by Associate Editor Wenjing Shen. 
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orithmic solutions, and game theory. This can be attested in mul- 

iple introductory textbooks [2–4] and revisionist studies [ 1 , 5–7 ]. 

owever, the need to address the business operations paradigm 

hange from a factory-focused environment to a customer-oriented 

ontext in the services and manufacturing sectors [8] , as well as 

he calls to make OR/MS research more applicable [9–11] , led some 

esearchers to incorporate methods from other research areas into 

he pool of methodologies used in OR/MS. 

The data analytics movement is the most visible example of this 

henomenon as it has been regarded by some authors as a very 

nfluential and relevant methodological approach in OR/MS [12–

4] . Data analytics has been incorporated in the editorial scope of 

epresentative journals in the field, such as Management Science, 

mega, and Operations Research [15–17] . This assimilation of new 

ethods and application areas into OR/MS research has even been 

egarded by some authors as a potential problem for the relevance 

f OR/MS as a self-contained area of research, which has led them 
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o suggest that the field has become too broad [ 11 , 18 ], losing its

ocus and some of its relevance. This concern raises the question 

f whether some topics and methodologies have become a funda- 

ental part of OR/MS, further consolidating the field into a coher- 

nt and unified knowledge base [19] , or whether they have only 

esulted in the dispersion of the field by focusing on topics that 

re too narrow without much relevance for many other fields (see, 

.g., the discussions in [ 20 , 21 ]). 

Some previous bibliometric studies have tangentially studied 

he integration of methodologies and application areas into OR/MS 

esearch by analyzing the output of OR/MS journals [22–25] and 

he bibliometric characteristics of papers included in the Essen- 

ial Science Indicators (ESI) database [26] . Although these stud- 

es have identified the most frequent author keywords associated 

ith recent publications, showing the topics that have been re- 

ently studied by some specific journals, there has not yet been 

 study that is specifically concerned with studying which are the 

ore topics of the OR/MS field as a whole, based on text mining. 

ext mining techniques are comprehensive analysis tools that can 

xtract more information from the content of the studies than au- 

hor keyword analysis, e.g., more information about methodologi- 

al approaches [27] and application areas [28] , as they are able to 

ine relevant words and phrases from various content fields, e.g., 

itles, abstracts, and full texts. Furthermore, text mining techniques 

llow the researcher to cover a much wider range of studies than 

raditional literature review approaches since these only allow au- 

hors to comment on a limited set of studies, typically well within 

he domain of authors’ experiences [29] . Traditional literature re- 

iews also often suffer from subjectivity as they lack method- 

logical rigor in a large-scale analysis [30] . In this regard, text 

ining can help overcome such typical shortcomings of a tradi- 

ional literature review approach by being an automated procedure 

hat identifies trends and topic commonalities based on objective 

ata. 

This paper aims to address this gap and contribute to the dis- 

ussion regarding the development of OR/MS as a science by in- 

estigating which topics can be regarded as consolidated topics in 

R/MS, even if they have not been traditionally associated with 

his research field, and which of these topics have had the high- 

st impact overall. To do so, we carried out a text mining analysis 

f literature review papers published in journals classified in the 

perations Research & Management Science category of the Web 

f Science [31] since literature review papers cover topics that are 

lready consolidated and have developed into a mature stream of 

esearch. 

After identifying the main topics in OR/MS by accumulating 

tatistics on the most frequent terms included in literature review 

apers, we use these results to identify core and emerging topics 

hat have received significant attention from the field in terms of 

oth the number of publications and citation counts. Using com- 

rehensive results from text mining, we also highlight topics that 

ould be the subject of future reviews and provide the reader 

ith a bibliography of OR/MS structured literature review papers 

or different consolidated topics in the field. Finally, while OR/MS 

as been influenced by other research areas and has incorporated 

heir tools and methods, it has also influenced external research 

reas with common research topics such as Management and En- 

ineering [ 32 , 33 ]. However, there is still a lack of research regard-

ng the specific topics stemming from OR/MS that have influenced 

ifferent research areas, other than the ones traditionally associ- 

ted with OR/MS. In this study, we therefore also use text mining 

nalysis to investigate this issue. 

Following this introduction, we present in the next section an 

verview of previous research related to this study. Section 3 ex- 

lains the methodology of this research, while Section 4 describes 

hich are the consolidated topics in OR/MS, based on text min- 
2 
ng results. Section 5 shows how OR/MS has influenced other re- 

earch areas. In Section 6 we present some research opportunities 

or future OR/MS reviews. Finally, the discussion and conclusions 

re presented in Sections 7 and 8 , respectively. A full bibliography 

f reviews classified by their topics can be found in the supple- 

entary material (Tables C1 and C2) of this study. 

. Related research 

There are two streams of research associated with this study. 

he first set of papers is a data-driven set of papers, where papers 

ostly focused on bibliometric analysis are included. The second 

et of papers discusses the development and evolution of OR/MS 

s a science from a revisionist point of view, where questions such 

s what actually constitutes OR/MS research and what is its ap- 

licability and influence have been investigated. Due to their rele- 

ance for this study, both streams of research are reviewed in this 

ection. 

.1. Bibliometric studies in OR/MS and Operations Management 

The availability of bibliographic databases such as Web of Sci- 

nce (WoS) and Scopus and their bibliometric tools, e.g., Journal 

elationships in WoS [34] , as well as the emergence of software to 

onduct bibliometric analysis, e.g., VOSviewer [35] , CitNetExplorer 

36] , and bibliometrixR [37] , has created an era of widespread bib- 

iometric analysis investigation in all areas of research [38] . This 

rend has not escaped the OR/MS field, as shown by the wide 

ariety of bibliometric studies in this field, presented in Table 1 . 

able 1 describes the scope, aim, and methodology of previous bib- 

iometric studies in OR/MS and Operations Management (OM). In 

ddition, Table 1 shows the unit of analysis of each bibliometric 

tudy as these studies can be focused on different entities, such 

s journals, authors, countries, institutes, documents, and topics. 

or the papers that focus on identifying relevant research topics 

ased on bibliometric data, Table 1 also presents the data source, 

.e. titles, abstracts, or author keywords, that was used by the re- 

earchers to extract the papers’ content. 

The most common types of bibliometric analysis have been the 

anking of journals in OR/MS and OM (see, e.g., [46–48] ) and the 

tudy of the research output of a specific journal (see, e.g., [ 22–

5 , 42 , 43 ]) where the most prolific authors, countries and institutes 

re identified, and clusters of topics are analyzed. Mainly with the 

elp of bibliometric analysis software [35–37] , these studies have 

dentified the co-occurrence network [52] of author keywords, the 

o-authorship relations among institutions, and co-citation net- 

orks among journals. From bibliometric studies, we can see that 

he topics and methods of data envelopment analysis, decision 

aking, heuristics, inventory, mathematical programming, schedul- 

ng, simulation, and supply chain management, have all been fun- 

amental topics for OR/MS journals such as the European Journal 

f Operational Research [22] , the International Journal of Produc- 

ion Research [41] and Omega [43] . Results from those studies also 

uggest the emergence of topics such as healthcare, multi-criteria 

ecision making, risk management, or sustainability over the last 

0 years. 

Liao et al. [26] mention that “there is a lack of discussion on 

ot topics and future directions based on keywords analysis ” since 

ost bibliometric studies only focus on output analysis; therefore, 

iao et al. extended the results from previous bibliometric stud- 

es who were focused on single journal output by studying highly 

ited papers in the Operations Research & Management Science 

ubject area classification in the period 2008-2017 from the ESI 

atabase of highly-cited papers [53] . They identified that the terms 

f supply chain management and logistics gained interest from 2012 
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Table 1 

Previous bibliometric studies in OR/MS and OM. 

Reference Scope Aim Unit of analysis 

Data source for topic 

analysis 

[39] OM field (6 journals) Review of production and operations 

management literature by identifying the 

core areas of research 

Topics, research methods Abstract 

[40] OM field (5 journals) Use of Latent Semantic Analysis to 

discover the intellectual structure of OM 

Topics Abstract 

[26] OR/MS field (ESI database) Bibliometric analysis of highly cited 

papers 

Journals, countries, institutes, 

topics 

Title, author keywords, 

keywords plus 

[41] Journal Evolution in the interest of topics 

throughout the years 

Topics Title, abstract,author 

keywords 

[28] Journal Identify the core areas of research for a 

particular journal 

Topics Abstract 

[27] Journal Identify the most common research 

methods in a journal 

Research methods Abstract 

[ 22–25 , 42 , 43 ] Journal Overview of the output of a particular 

journal 

Authors, countries, institutes, 

topics 

Author keywords 

[44] OR/MS field (WoS database) Bibliometric analysis of the field Journals, authors, countries, 

institutes 

No topic analysis 

[45] OM field (11 journals) Identify the most prolific authors and 

institutions in the field 

Authors, institutes No topic analysis 

[46–48] OR/MS or OM field Ranking of journals in OR/MS or OM Journals No topic analysis 

[49] OR/MS field (WoS database) Identify the most prolific countries and 

journals and how authors in some 

countries tend to concentrate their 

publications in certain journals 

Journals, countries No topic analysis 

[ 50 , 51 ] OR/MS field (WoS database) Identify the most prolific universities Institutes No topic analysis 

This study OR/MS field (WoS database) Identify the core topics in the field, 

emerging topics, and the influence of 

OR/MS on other research areas 

Topics Title, abstract,author 

keywords 
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18 clusters. 
o 2015. They concluded that 18 and 21 papers, respectively, con- 

ained those keywords in that period, but they observed a signifi- 

ant decrease in output on these topics during 2016 and 2017. On 

he contrary, the research terms of fuzzy set and TOPSIS gained rel- 

vance in the 2016-2017 period. Liao et al. also presented informa- 

ion on the 12 most common keywords plus from WoS [54] and 

heir evolution over time as well as a word cloud of the most fre-

uent words included in the titles. However, Liao et al. [26] only 

onsidered 20 topics. 

Previous studies have used author keywords as the main data 

ource to present the evolution of topics and their interrelation- 

hips. However, as there is a limit on the number of keywords 

hat authors can choose and keyword identification depends on 

uthors’ criteria, the relevance of a topic could be understated by 

olely basing a study’s conclusions on author keywords. This is 

aused by the dispersion of keywords into very different terms, 

s Liao et al. [26] found that almost 83% of the 2214 author key- 

ords that they considered appeared only once, which limits the 

ffectiveness of using only author keywords to produce the criti- 

al mass needed to find the most relevant and frequent topics in a 

hole research field such as OR/MS. 

Text mining techniques have commonly been used in bibliomet- 

ic studies to gain insights into the structure of different fields. 

ext mining techniques are a set of techniques used to automat- 

cally extract context and meaning from the text [55] in a set of 

ocuments (corpus) in order to acquire insights about the content 

f the whole corpus [56] . The process of text mining involves tasks 

uch as document preprocessing, text indexing, and topic cluster- 

ng, as shown by Tseng et al. [57] . Document preprocessing helps 

o build and manage the corpus, e.g., document curation, parsing, 

nd segmentation. Text indexing helps in the tasks of punctua- 

ion removal, word/term extraction, and stop-word filtering, which 

re repetitive tasks carried out by an algorithmic approach. Finally, 

opic clustering includes activities such as term selection, docu- 

ent/term clustering, and cluster naming. Topic clustering activi- 

ies provide the most value in summarizing and extracting mean- 
3 
ng from the corpus since they help identify what are the most 

elevant terms of the corpus, e.g. the most frequent terms, and 

upport the task of finding commonalities among words/terms and 

ocuments. The interested reader is referred to the work by Berry 

t al. [58] for a more comprehensive explanation of text mining 

echniques. 

One of the most straightforward text mining techniques is the 

ne implemented in VOSviewer [ 35 , 59 ], which allows the user to 

xtract one-word terms from the title and abstract of the docu- 

ent, or automatically extract author keywords, and build clusters 

ased on the number of co-occurrences among the terms (see, e.g., 

 22 , 24 , 42 ]). Some studies have investigated the contents of papers’

bstracts via more complex clustering approaches in text mining, 

uch as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), to identify the main top- 

cs of research in a subject area. LSA is a technique that helps to 

dentify clusters of documents, as opposed to clusters of terms, 

ased on commonly occurring terms. While term co-occurrence 

lustering methods such as the one supported by VOSviewer iden- 

ify topics based on terms, LSA classifies documents into mutually 

xclusive clusters. Thus, topics in LSA are described both by similar 

ocuments and their associated co-occurring terms. For instance, 

anikas et al. [39] used LSA to discover the core areas of research 

n OM, considering six representative journals in OM. They iden- 

ified 18 clusters of topics and studied their evolution over time. 

anikas et al. found that some research clusters such as line bal- 

ncing, machining, and quality have witnessed a decrease in out- 

ut devoted to such topics in recent years, whereas other clus- 

ers, including service operations, supply chain design and supply 

hain management, have witnessed an increased output. Further- 

ore, they found that the use of mathematical programming as a 

esearch methodology has significantly increased. Manikas et al.’s 

SA was built including one- and two-word terms to identify topic 

lusters, e.g., chain, supply and network to build the cluster of sup- 

ly chain design , and classify the considered papers into one of the 
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In addition, Kulkarni et al. [40] proposed the use of LSA to 

iscover the intellectual structure of OM by extracting one-word 

erms included in papers’ abstracts published in 5 representative 

ournals in OM. With this method, they identified 24 topics that 

ould be classified into seven overall clusters: operations strategy, 

upply chain management, production lot sizing, inventory man- 

gement, operations modeling and analysis, job shop scheduling, 

nd reviews of OM research. Kulkarni et al.’s results show how OM 

ournals have changed their focus from manufacturing-related top- 

cs such as production lot-sizing, operations modeling and analysis, 

nd job shop scheduling towards a supply chain management fo- 

us. 

Finally, Romero-Silva and Marsillac [41] conducted a study 

here they accumulated statistics on the most frequent and rele- 

ant two- and three-word terms included in the title, abstract, and 

uthor keywords of all the papers ever published in one specific 

ournal. With that information, they were able to map the output 

nd citation trends of the most frequently considered topics over 

he years and shed some light on the lack of correlation among 

ifferent topics, suggesting research gaps and future research op- 

ortunities. 

.2. Studies on the evolution and influence of OR/MS 

In 1988, the Committee On the Next Decade in Operations Re- 

earch (CONDOR) presented a roadmap [60] for the development 

f promising research topics to create more impactful OR research 

nd practice in society. This report reviewed the actual impact that 

ertain established OR methodologies/applications, such as net- 

ork flow modeling, network queueing models, mathematical pro- 

ramming, simulation modeling, inventory control, and Markov de- 

ision processes, have had in monetary terms in the 70s and 80s 

n the public and private sectors. 

Furthermore, the CONDOR report mentioned five promising ar- 

as for the development of impactful research, namely, optimiza- 

ion (non-linear, multi-objective, and discrete), stochastic processes 

generalized semi-Markov decision processes, stochastic program- 

ing, simulation, statistical inference, and characterization of un- 

ertainty), the interface between OR and Artificial Intelligence (de- 

ision support and expert systems, and heuristic search tech- 

iques), modeling issues in OR (stakeholders adaptation to lack 

f performance, robustness and estimation gaps, the trade-off be- 

ween modeling effort and modeling accuracy, transient behavior, 

nd regeneration), and applicability of OR in manufacturing and lo- 

istics under the challenges of flexible manufacturing (design and 

perational management of manufacturing processes, and distribu- 

ion decisions under real-time information). 

More recently, Sodhi and Tang [18] conducted a SWOT anal- 

sis on the OR/MS field. Sodhi and Tang identified as one of 

R/MS’s strengths the assimilation of many methods from differ- 

nt research areas, e.g., applied mathematics, computer science, 

conomics, engineering, and statistics. Furthermore, they also sug- 

ested some areas of opportunity for OR/MS, for instance, rev- 

nue management in retail, gaming, and entertainment; mathe- 

atical modeling for the lean manufacturing approach; exploita- 

ion of real-time information to improve supply chain operations, 

roduct design, marketing, and customer service; risk management 

n a globalized context; and OR/MS involvement in reducing the 

mpact on the environment through reverse logistics. 

Paucar-Caceres [6] discussed how OR/MS research evolved into 

 more multidisciplinary field by introducing ‘soft OR’ methods 

nto the pool of techniques of OR/MS. Paucar-Caceres classified 

imulation, optimization, forecasting, mathematical programming, 

nventory control, Markov analysis, PERT, decision trees, the trans- 

ortation and assignment problem, queueing theory, and statisti- 

al process control as traditional OR/MS methods/topics; whereas 
4 
pproaches, such as soft systems methodology, strategic choice ap- 

roach, cognitive mapping, and systems thinking were regarded as 

soft OR’ methods. 

Ranyard et al. [12] argue that business analytics could disrupt 

R/MS practice. To assess the degree of usage of different OR ap- 

roaches in practice, Ranyard et al. applied a survey to OR-based 

onsultants. They found that spreadsheet modeling is the most 

ommonly used OR-related technique, followed by basic statistics, 

ptimization, strategic planning tools (cost-benefit analysis, perfor- 

ance management, balanced scorecard, scenario planning), sim- 

lation, forecasting, advanced statistics, scheduling, and decision 

upport systems. Considering the 23 techniques included in their 

urvey, they carried out factor analysis with varimax rotation to 

dentify commonalities among respondents based on their used 

ethods. From this exercise, Ranyard et al. identified six compo- 

ents: problem structuring methods (PSM), traditional OR, busi- 

ess analytics, revenue management/forecasting/financial analysis, 

preadsheets, and project management and quality. Results from 

hat survey also found that 38% percent of respondents use tradi- 

ional OR methods, while 31% use PSM, 25% business analytics, and 

1% of all respondents have used all these three methods, showing 

he applicability of very different OR approaches. Ranyard et al. fur- 

hermore found evidence that PSM are more used in the UK than 

n other parts of the world. 

A final paper worth mentioning is the paper from Meredith and 

ilkington [32] since they studied how different research areas as- 

ociated with OM influence each other. Meredith and Pilkington in- 

estigated how knowledge is transmitted from journal to journal, 

onsidering 30 top journals related to the OM field in the period 

etween 1980 and 2009. They identified three types of journals 

ased on the ratio between citations received by the journal and 

otal references included in the journal. Sources, transmitters, and 

inks described journals that create knowledge, journals that trans- 

it knowledge, and journals that only use the knowledge, respec- 

ively. With this classification, Meredith and Pilkington mapped the 

ransmission of knowledge among groups of journals representing 

ifferent subject areas. They found that, in the 20 0 0s, practice- 

riented journals and Marketing journals were highly influenced 

y other fields by referencing many journals outside their group, 

ut they were not commonly cited by journals outside their group. 

n the contrary, Engineering, OM, and OR/MS journals were highly 

ited by journals in different subject areas. The Engineering, Man- 

gement, and OM areas had a reciprocal relationship with OR/MS 

s they are referenced by documents in OR/MS and cite papers 

n OR/MS. Thus, their results suggest the high interconnectedness 

mong OR/MS, OM, and Engineering research fields. 

Studies investigating the evolution of the OR/MS field agree on 

hich are the core methods and application areas in OR/MS. Some 

f those studies have further suggested that OR/MS has assimilated 

arious methods from other research areas. Table 2 shows a syn- 

hesis of methods and topics which have been generally regarded 

y previous authors [ 1–4 , 6 , 12 , 18 , 60 ] as traditional methods/topics

R/MS. It also shows some topics that OR/MS has assimilated in 

heir pool of modeling tools and application areas. 

Despite the fact that there is a general agreement on which are 

he traditional OR/MS topics, there is still a lack of agreement on 

hether (and which) non-traditional OR/MS methods have actually 

een incorporated into OR/MS research. Furthermore, to the best 

f our knowledge, there has not been any study that tries to un- 

over which are the core topics in the whole OR/MS field, includ- 

ng a big sample of journals and years, and studying what has been 

he evolution regarding the interest in those topics. While Kulka- 

ni et al. [40] and Manikas et al. [39] did conduct investigations 

n the composition of the OM field by mining OM’s research out- 

ut using LSA, their results were limited because they only consid- 

red a small sample of journals (five and six, respectively) and they 
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Table 2 

Synthesis of methods and application topics traditionally regarded as the core content of OR/MS vs. non-traditional assimilated methods and 

topics. 

Traditional OR/MS methods and 

methodological approaches 

Traditional OR/MS application topics 

(objects of research) 

Purported methods and topics assimilated 

by OR/MS 

Optimization 

Mathematical programming 

Simulation 

Markov decision processes 

Queueing theory 

Decision analysis 

Statistical analysis 

Scheduling 

Inventory control 

Transportation networks 

Forecasting 

Quality control 

Manufacturing and service operations 

modeling 

Artificial intelligence 

Business analytics 

Problem structuring methods 

Revenue management 

Risk management 
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xtracted one-word term data, which provided only limited con- 

extual information to fully understand topic relevance. 

In this study, we analyze the content of titles, abstracts, and 

uthor keywords of all papers classified as review papers in the 

perations Research & Management Science in the Web of Science 

WoS) database [31] using text mining techniques to gain a bet- 

er understanding of which are the main constituting and consoli- 

ated topics in OR/MS. We also aim to extend the conclusions from 

iao et al. [26] regarding the evolution in the interest of different 

ethods and topics in OR/MS throughout the years by taking into 

ccount more topics and a longer timeframe than Liao et al., i.e. 20 

opics from 2008 to 2017 by Liao et al. against 76 topics from 1956

o 2019 in the current study. 

. Methodology 

.1. Data source and data preparation 

This study considers the papers classified as literature review 

apers in WoS [31] . This type of paper was selected because review 

apers cover topics that are already consolidated in the field and 

ave developed into a mature stream of research, which provided 

s with a stable sample of already relevant topics in OR/MS. Using 

iterature reviews as the basis for identifying the main topics in the 

eld allowed us to work with a filtered database of already rele- 

ant topics. We used the WoS database as it is a widely regarded 

atabase for research evaluation [61–64] . Furthermore, previous re- 

earch [ 26 , 44 , 51 ] has also specifically used the category classifica-

ion of WoS for conducting bibliometric analyses in OR/MS. 

In a preliminary search test, we found that the WoS classifi- 

ation algorithm considers every paper containing the terms re- 

iew or survey in their database (title, abstract, author keywords) 

s a review paper, while it may be that the term review is asso- 

iated, for example, with consumer reviews (see, e.g., [ 65 , 66 ]), or

hat the term survey could be associated, for instance, with an em- 

irical study based on a big-scale questionnaire (see, e.g., [ 67 , 68 ]).

urthermore, the WoS database also seems to directly consider the 

lassification of papers as reviews, which are provided by the jour- 

als, without further processing. As a result, errors in the classi- 

cation of a paper as a literature review paper, when the docu- 

ent is not an actual literature review/survey (see, e.g., [ 69 , 70 ]),

ill produce a misclassification in the WoS database. This issue 

as been previously reported by Donner [71] . Due to this issue 

ith the WoS classification of literature review papers, we ex- 

luded misclassified documents from the search, which were com- 

only related to customer/online/product reviews and with em- 

irical, survey-based papers. The actual search string prepared to 

cknowledge this issue can be found in the Appendix. 

The search was carried out on August 7 th , 2019 in the WoS 

atabase [31] and included all publication years of English-written 

apers published in journals classified as review papers in the WoS 

ubject area of Operations Research & Management Science. A to- 

al of 1744 review papers were included in the database for fur- 
5 
her analysis. Information was gathered for each paper’s title, ab- 

tract, author keywords, publication year, journal, times cited, au- 

hors and their institutions, as well as the complete list of refer- 

nces included in the paper. A database was built with this infor- 

ation. To carry out the text mining exercises, the content of ti- 

les, abstracts, and author keywords was merged into a single field 

o be able to consider them all in a single text mining effort. 

Finally, using the database of 1744 review papers, we retrieved 

nformation about all the papers that have been indexed in WoS 

n the last decade (2010 to November 19 th , 2019) and which have 

ited any of the 1744 review papers. This forward search allowed 

s to investigate the impact of OR/MS review papers in very differ- 

nt subject areas, such as Psychology or Geology, in recent years, 

nd produced a database of 62,952 documents. 

.2. Text mining and latent semantic analysis 

This study uses a combination of three methods to build in- 

ormation about the most relevant and consolidated topics in 

he history of OR/MS. The first method is a relatively straight- 

orward method that uses the capabilities of VOSviewer [35] to 

xtract author keywords. This method has been used in multi- 

le previous studies [ 22 , 24 , 25 , 42 ]. Furthermore, the user inter-

ace of VOSviewer enabled us to acquire information directly from 

he WoS database about the most frequent author keywords in 

 bibliographic database and easily generate illustrations about 

eyword co-occurrence to start gaining insights about the struc- 

ure of the field. Therefore, VOSviewer was selected over other 

ibliometric tools such as CitNetExplorer [36] , bibliometrixR [37] , 

nd Gephi [72] because of its straightforward approach and the 

asier interpretability of the network illustrations. 

After gathering information on the most frequent author key- 

ords, a simple text extraction exercise was carried out using the 

m package for R [73] to extract the most frequently used two-, 

hree- and four-word terms (also called ngrams – combinations of 

ords) included in the documents’ title, abstract, and author key- 

ords. One-word terms were not included in the initial text min- 

ng analysis because of their general lack of context [41] and ambi- 

uity into forming clusters (see, e.g., [ 26 , 28 ]). To conduct the anal-

sis, the most common English stop-words (e.g., for, and, or ), very 

requent irrelevant terms (e.g., papers, articles, important, results ), 

nd punctuation were removed. The resulting term-document ma- 

rix (TDM), which shows the number of occurrences of each term 

n every document, was then analyzed to remove sparse terms that 

ppeared in less than 0.1% of the documents in order to consider 

nly terms that are relevant to multiple documents (in this case, 

wo or more documents). Furthermore, the TDM was then con- 

erted from a numeric to a binary matrix (bTDM) to reduce the 

mpact of highly used terms in single documents, i.e. instead of 

ounting the total number of occurrences of one term in one docu- 

ent, each term was counted only once per document (see [41] for 

 thorough explanation of this text mining procedure). 
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To summarize the topics covered by OR/MS review papers into 

ynthesized topics and identify redundant (e.g., data envelopment, 

ata envelopment analysis, envelopment analysis ) and highly related 

erms, the results from the simple text extraction exercise were 

hen used to conduct a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) through the 

ingular value decomposition technique [74] with the lsa package 

or R [75] . LSA was selected as a text clustering technique because 

e wanted to identify both the documents associated with a topic 

nd the terms associated with that topic in the same classification 

76] , which is something that a clustering technique based only on 

eyword co-occurrence cannot accomplish. Furthermore, LSA has 

een shown to be effective in uncovering the patterns of very dif- 

erent research areas [77–80] , identifying research trends [ 81 , 82 ], 

nd supporting content extraction in a wide variety of applications 

83] . We specifically used the LSA methodology proposed by Kulka- 

ni et al. [40] and Kundu et al. [84] to have a straightforward inter-

retation of the LSA term and document loadings through varimax 

otation (see [40] for the details of this methodology). 

We followed the recommendations from previous studies to se- 

ect the number of clusters for the LSA [85] , based on the sample

ize of the documents. Thus, an initial number of 100 clusters was 

elected for reducing the dimensions of the TDM containing 1744 

ocuments. From the resulting LSA, irrelevant and low LSA-loading 

erms, e.g., differences (and) similarities, increasing interest, threefold 

.) first, main contribution, researchers (and) practitioners, wide vari- 

ty, point (of) view , were discarded to have a more representative 

atrix. Furthermore, documents were also classified into different 

SA-generated clusters, depending on their rotated factor loadings 

sing the criterion from Guan et al. [28] . This criterion resulted 

n 72% classified documents. Clusters with similar high-loading 

erms and documents were further merged, e.g., safety culture, 

afety climate, and safety performance were all high-loading terms 

n three different clusters associated with safety so they were 

erged into one single cluster named safety culture, climate and 

erformance . 

Finally, a selection of one-, two- and three-word terms was 

erformed using the lists of the most frequent author keywords 

extracted with VOSviewer) and most frequent and high-loading 

erms from the LSA to carry out a simplified analysis on the cor- 

elation among topics and other topics and subject areas. This list 

as created to provide a summarized analysis of the dataset with a 

educed number of terms by simply identifying which documents 

ontain which terms. To build this concise list we combined the re- 

ults from the author keyword extraction from VOSviewer and the 

erm extraction from the text mining. Thus, a final concise terms 

ist (CTL) with both high LSA-loadings and highly occurring terms 

as built to conduct the analysis. In this manner, terms contain- 

ng similar terms were effectively synthesized by one term, e.g., 

afety contained terms such as safety management and safety cul- 

ure , or risk contained terms such as risk management, risk analysis , 

nd risk assessment . 

Simple text mining and LSA were carried out for the two 

atabases (reviews and citing papers). However, because of the sig- 

ificantly higher number of documents contained in the OR/MS- 

iting articles database, two different paths were taken for this 

atabase. First, text mining was only carried out including infor- 

ation of the title and author keywords from all the documents, 

s including the abstracts significantly increased the size of the 

atabase and the computational effort of the text mining algorithm 

nd LSA. Second, since the number of documents was much higher, 

e selected 200 dimensions as an initial number of clusters to per- 

orm the LSA. Further examination of similar high-loading terms 

nd documents among different clusters also resulted in the merg- 

ng of some clusters for OR/MS-citing papers, e.g., artificial neural 

etworks and neural networks clusters were merged into one clus- 

er. 
s

6 
A summary of the methodologies applied to the two databases 

an be found in Table 3 , where the input information and the re- 

ults of each text mining methodology are shown depending on 

he database. For example, Table 3 shows that, for the database 

ontaining the review papers (REV), 1744 documents were used 

n the simple text mining exercise, resulting in 881 two-, three- 

nd four-word non-sparse terms contained in at least 0.1% of doc- 

ments. These non-sparse terms were then used to run the LSA, 

hich, after further analysis, resulted in 76 consolidated clusters 

ith 378 high-loading terms. The LSA classified 72% of the papers 

s belonging to one of the 76 clusters, based on the commonal- 

ty of the terms. Then a list of 378 high-loading terms and a list 

f the 360 most frequent author keywords (found in at least 0.2% 

f the documents) were used to select the terms that could better 

onsolidate the topics and methods contained in OR/MS literature 

eviews. This final exercise produced a list of 74 terms, which were 

ound in 84% of the reviews. 

.3. Network visualizations 

In order to analyze the relationships that OR/MS topics have 

ith other topics and other subject areas, we built co-occurrence 

atrices [52] of the outputs of the three used text mining proce- 

ures. A term-term matrix (TTM) was built to identify the interre- 

ationships among topics. To build this matrix, we multiplied the 

inary term-document matrix (bTDM), which is a matrix showing 

hich terms (shown in the matrix’s rows) can be found in which 

ocuments (shown in the columns), by its transpose to find how 

ften one term co-occurred with another term in a document. The 

erm-term matrix (TTM) was calculated in the following manner: 

 T M = bT DM ∗ bT D M 

T (1) 

Term-term correlation plots such as the one shown in 

ection 6.2 were built using the package corrplot for R [86] , 

hereas heatmaps, used in Sections 4 and 5 , were built using the 

ackage gplots for R [87] . 

. Consolidated topics in OR/MS 

The set of papers classified as literature reviews in the WoS 

31] category of Operations Research & Management Science re- 

ulted in 76 groups. Table 4 shows these groups as well as the 

umber of review papers (# Rev.) assigned to each cluster, the sum 

f citations received by all the reviews assigned to each cluster, 

nd the highest (relevant) loading terms per cluster (with a vari- 

ax rotation factor loading higher than 0.03 – a threshold that was 

ased on a closer inspection of term relevance to the constituting 

ocuments of different clusters). Because the majority of clusters 

ontained papers focusing on either advancing a methodological 

pproach or studying an object of research (possibly using some 

f the methodological approaches), we also classified the clusters 

nd terms into either one of those two options for a more detailed 

nalysis. This is shown as “content class” in Table 4 . 

The most populated cluster is the cluster of supply chain top- 

cs , which was constituted by reviews dealing with very different 

ssues in the supply chain, e.g., closed-loop supply chains [88] , in- 

egrated production/distribution planning in supply chains [89] , or 

upply chain coordination [90] . The cluster of resource and machine 

cheduling is the second biggest cluster and it groups reviews deal- 

ng mainly with machine scheduling in a shop floor setting, i.e., 

arallel machines, flow shops, and job shops. Review papers deal- 

ng with the vehicle routing problem constitute the third biggest 

luster grouping documents proposing different optimization pro- 

edures (e.g., heuristics, metaheuristics, or exact algorithms) for 

olving the vehicle routing problem. Review papers dealing with 
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Table 3 

Summary of the text mining methodologies applied to the databases. 

Methodology OR/MS Reviews (REV) OR/MS-citing papers 2010-2019 (CITE) 

Input Output Input Output 

Simple text mining Titles, abstracts and author 

keywords; 1744 documents 

881 non-sparse terms (at 

least in 0.1% of 

documents) 

Titles and author keywords;62,952 

documents 

769 non-sparse terms (at 

least in 0.1% of 

documents) 

Latent semantic 

analysis (LSA) 

881 non-sparse terms 76 clusters; 378 

high-loading terms; 72% 

classified papers 

769 non-sparse terms 200 clusters; 478 

high-loading terms; 71% 

classified papers 

Selection of concise 

terms list (CTL) 

378 high-loading terms + 360 

author keywords (at least in 

0.2% documents) 

74 terms; 84% papers 

covered 

478 high-loading terms + 173 

author keywords (at least in 0.2% 

documents) 

102 terms; 71% papers 

covered 
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ifferent kinds of combinatorial optimization problems with var- 

ous approaches comprise the majority of the papers included in 

he fourth biggest cluster of combinatorial optimization . 

Within the most highly-populated clusters, we can find tradi- 

ional OR/MS topics/methods such as inventory modeling and con- 

rol, production planning and control, manufacturing systems mod- 

ling, capacity planning, simulation of manufacturing systems, and 

ixed/integer/linear programming. However, LSA results also sug- 

est that topics/methods that have been assimilated by OR/MS 

 12 , 60 ] from other research areas, such as, data mining, artifi-

ial intelligence, and machine learning, now are also constituting 

ethodologies in OR/MS. Irrespective of cluster size, Table 4 can be 

een as a compendium of mature and consolidated topics/methods 

n OR/MS as it provides an overview of the topics and methods 

hat have been subject to many review papers in OR/MS. 

The recent interests that some of the topics have received can 

e seen in the citation patterns of review papers since 1980, shown 

n Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 shows, via a heatmap, the z-score [91] of the num-

er of citations received in a certain year by all the review papers 

lassified in a certain cluster, separated by objects of research and 

ethodological topics and by citation trends in the last 20 years 

20 0 0 to 2019). Z-scores were used to transform the number of ci- 

ations per cluster for the same year to a standard normal distribu- 

ion to be able to directly compare values for different years. This 

as done because the total number of citations per year can dif- 

er significantly, e.g., the number of citations in more recent years 

as been significantly higher than in earlier years due to the in- 

reased number of publications in all fields. A red color in the 

eatmap represents a high relative number of citations in a cer- 

ain year (a z-score higher than 3 per year), whereas a dark blue 

olor represents a low relative number of citations each year (a z- 

ore lower than 0 per year). On top of Fig. 1 , we also show the

olor key where the reader can identify the equivalences between 

olors and z-scores, and where the number (count) of cells in the 

eatmap with a particular z-score are also shown. 

The trends identified in Fig. 1 were estimated by calculating the 

lope of the linear regression between citation year and z-score of 

he number of citations for each cluster and then further standard- 

zing the resulting values of the cluster slopes. This was done to 

ave a straightforward manner to identify upward and downward 

rends, irrespective of the magnitude of the slope values. Clusters 

ith standardized slopes greater than 0.5, i.e. more than 0.5 stan- 

ard deviations of the sample of slopes of all clusters, were de- 

ned as having an upward trend, whereas clusters with standard- 

zed slopes lower than -0.5 were defined as having a downward 

rend. Otherwise, clusters were defined as having a stable trend in 

erms of received citations. See Fig. A1 in the Appendix for a com- 

arative analysis to Fig. 1 , showing the number of reviews pub- 

ished per year for each cluster. 

The highest concentration of relative citations in the last ten 

ears have been received by reviews in the clusters of supply chain 

opics, vehicle routing problem , and multicriteria decision making , be- 
7 
ng that supply chain topics received a significant positive trend 

n the last four years. Other interesting upward trends in the last 

ve years can be seen in the clusters of data envelopment analysis, 

ata mining and analysis, operations management, supply chain man- 

gement, supply chain network , and supply chain risk management . 

n the other hand, clusters such as capacity planning/mathematical 

rogramming, decision analysis methods, decision support, modeling 

f manufacturing systems, neural networks, project scheduling, rev- 

nue management , and statistical process control have all a nega- 

ive citation trend in the last twenty years. Interestingly, review 

apers associated with the cluster of analytic hierarchy process had 

 decrease in the relative number of citations in the 20 0 0s but in

he last decade, they have a positive citation trend. The opposite 

s true for the papers classified in the cluster of resource and ma- 

hine scheduling because they received a high number of citations 

etween 2001 and 2014 but have received a significantly lower rel- 

tive number of citations in the last five years. 

A closer examination of term-term interrelationships is shown 

n Fig. 2 , where the TTM of review papers is illustrated as a co-

ccurrence network of terms included in the LSA list (378 terms). 

ode size in this co-occurrence illustration represents the total link 

trength of the corresponding term (sum of co-occurrences of the 

erm with all the other terms) and the width of the arcs rep- 

esents the number of co-occurrences between a term-term pair. 

ecause of the interrelatedness of many terms with many other 

erms, the algorithm used in the VOSviewer software [59] suggests 

ight global clusters of terms that tend to frequently appear in the 

ame documents (illustrated with different colors in Fig. 2 ). This 

rocedure is different from the LSA because the LSA groups docu- 

ents based on term commonality whereas a co-occurrence net- 

ork groups terms (and not documents) based on how frequently 

hey occurred together. 

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that there are four very clearly 

efined global clusters of terms: inventory modeling and control 

light blue), traditional optimization problems in OR/MS (green –

.g., machine scheduling, vehicle routing, traveling salesman, assem- 

ly line balancing ), safety issues (blue – e.g., occupational health and 

afety, accident causation, risk assessment , analysis and management ), 

nd decision making, decision support, and data analysis tools (yel- 

ow – e.g., data envelopment analysis, artificial intelligence, machine 

earning, data mining, analytic hierarchy process, multi-criteria deci- 

ion ). 

The other four clusters are constituted by terms that have var- 

ous links with many other terms outside their own cluster. How- 

ver, we still can identify some common themes in these clus- 

ers: operations management topics (red – e.g., information sys- 

ems, knowledge management, quality management , product devel- 

pment ), manufacturing systems topics (grey – e.g., flexible manu- 

acturing, material handling, automated guided vehicles, discrete-event 

imulation ), production planning and control (orange), and supply 

hain-related topics (purple – e.g., reverse logistics, green and sus- 

ainable supply chain, supply chain performance ), in which we find 
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Table 4 

LSA-based topic clusters (ordered by number of reviews). 

ID Cluster name Content class # Rev. 

Times 

cited Highest loading terms 

71 Supply chain topics Object of 

research 

62 5264 supply chain, knowledge management, supply chain systems 

53 Resource and 

machine 

scheduling 

Object of 

research 

46 5344 setup times, scheduling problems, flowshop scheduling, parallel machines, flow 

shop, survey scheduling, single machine, job shop, setup cost, classification scheme 

8 Combinatorial 

optimization 

Methodological 36 2912 combinatorial optimization, optimization problems, assignment problem, quadratic 

assignment problem, evolutionary algorithms, exact heuristic, data analysis, integer 

programming, comprehensive survey, genetic algorithms 

76 Vehicle routing 

problem 

Object of 

research 

36 4355 vehicle routing, heuristics metaheuristics, classification scheme, combinatorial 

optimization, exact algorithms, service quality, multiobjective optimization, 

environmental social, customer satisfaction, 

10 Data mining/data 

analysis 

Methodological 34 2883 data mining, multiobjective optimization, knowledge discovery, optimization 

problems, data analysis, product development, quality improvement, quality 

management, manufacturing industry, quality control 

26 Inventory models Object of 

research 

34 2328 lead time, setup cost, inventory model, service level, continuous inventory, optimal 

solution, lost sales, numerical examples, sensitivity analysis, quality improvement 

25 Inventory control Object of 

research 

30 1167 inventory control, optimal policy, optimal order, order quantity, periodic inventory, 

(s, S), inventory model, inventory level, continuous inventory, lost sales 

49 Production 

planning and 

control 

Object of 

research 

29 2713 planning control, production planning control, production planning, planning 

scheduling, project scheduling, job shop, small medium, classification scheme, shop 

floor, supply chain systems 

32 Manufacturing 

systems topics 

Object of 

research 

28 1590 manufacturing systems, flexible manufacturing, supply chain systems, next 

generation, queueing theory, product design, product development, network analysis, 

advanced manufacturing, design manufacturing 

42 Operations 

management 

Object of 

research 

27 2461 operations management, system dynamics, health services, service quality, customer 

satisfaction, network analysis, operational models, business process, s s 

3 Artificial 

intelligence 

Methodological 26 1495 artificial intelligence, feature extraction, deep learning, dynamic programming, 

monte carlo, knowledgebased systems, support vector, decision theory, supplier 

selection, multiagent systems 

7 Capacity plan- 

ning/mathematical 

programming 

Object of 

research 

26 1865 capacity planning, mathematical programming, machine scheduling, manufacturing 

industry, industrial applications, manufacturing companies, structured overview, 

solution procedures, classification models, flexible manufacturing 

13 Decision support Methodological 26 1287 decision support, decision support systems, intelligent systems, factor analysis, 

information systems, continuous inventory, classification scheme 

68 Supply chain 

management 

Object of 

research 

26 2387 supply chain management, performance measures, supply chain systems, genetic 

algorithms, competitive advantage, robust optimization, green supply, logistics 

supply chain 

37 Multicriteria 

decision 

Methodological 25 4198 multicriteria decision, multicriteria decision aid, decision analysis, data collection, 

human behaviour, decision problems, problem structuring, maintenance 

management, classification scheme, decision support 

36 Modeling of 

manufacturing 

systems 

Methodological 23 1612 discrete event simulation, system design, design operation, case study, 

manufacturing processes, decision support, design manufacturing, multicriteria 

decision, decision support systems, supply chain systems 

60 Safety culture, 

climate and 

performance 

Object of 

research 

23 870 safety culture, culture safety, bibliometric analysis, safety climate, construction safety 

62 Sensitivity analysis Methodological 23 2244 sensitivity analysis, monte carlo, performance assessment, lead time, analysis 

simulation, quality improvement, experimental design, simulation models, inventory 

model, response surface 

15 Facility location Object of 

research 

22 2517 facility location, facility location models, stochastic dynamic, strategic planning, 

integer programming 

35 

Mixed/integer/linear 

programming 

Methodological 22 1634 mixed integer, integer linear, integer programming, design problems, linear 

programming, process industry, case studies, optimization models, optimization 

problems, stochastic programming 

24 Information 

technology 

Object of 

research 

21 2034 information technology, competitive advantage, data collection, information systems, 

performance measures, management information, operational performance, systems 

management, organizational learning, logistics supply chain 

43 Organizational 

learning/problem 

structur- 

ing/construction 

industry 

Object of 

research 

20 943 organizational learning, problem structuring, construction industry, project 

management, occupational safety, process safety, competitive advantage, soft 

systems, information technology, accident causation 

47 Product 

development 

Object of 

research 

20 1830 product development, product design, development process, design manufacturing, 

project management, concurrent engineering, manufacturing systems, rapid 

development, technological innovation, manufacturing industry 

31 Machine learning Methodological 19 1301 machine learning, machine learning algorithms, recommender systems 

12 Decision making in 

multiple topics 

Object of 

research 

18 884 decision making, multicriteria decision, data collection, maintenance management, 

human behaviour, multicriteria decision aid, modelling approaches, decision support, 

system dynamics, information systems 

64 Statistical process 

control 

Methodological 18 2070 control charts, process control, statistical process control, quality control, quality 

management, manufacturing processes, design process 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 4 ( continued ) 

6 Business 

processes/total 

quality 

management 

Object of 

research 

17 1472 business process, quality management, modelling techniques, total quality 

management, human behaviour, control charts, flexible manufacturing, data 

collection, process design, knowledge management 

9 Data envelopment 

analysis 

Methodological 17 1444 data envelopment analysis, sustainable supply chain, artificial intelligence 

16 Freight 

transportation 

Object of 

research 

17 2270 freight transportation, optimization models, transportation planning, planning 

problems, tactical operational, strategic tactical operational, transportation systems, 

global supply, capacity planning, scheduling problems 

18 General scheduling 

problem 

Object of 

research 

17 1650 flowshop scheduling, setup times, evolutionary algorithms, quality management, 

heuristics metaheuristics, data analysis, project scheduling, simulated annealing, 

bibliometric analysis, setup cost 

11 Decision analysis 

methods 

Methodological 16 1379 decision analysis, multicriteria decision, multicriteria decision analysis, problem 

structuring, decision making, goal programming, organizational learning, decision 

models, game theory, social sciences 

14 Expert systems Methodological 16 700 expert systems, industrial applications, statistical analysis, computer vision, supplier 

selection, systems methodology, intelligent systems 

21 Health care Object of 

research 

15 1568 health care, resilience engineering, bibliometric analysis, operations management, 

health services, genetic algorithms, routing scheduling 

23 Information 

systems 

Object of 

research 

15 573 information systems, competitive advantage, multiagent systems, decision making, 

fuzzy logic, decision support, conceptual framework, resource planning, systems 

management, technology management 

40 Neural networks Methodological 15 1090 neural networks, artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, network models, deep 

learning, combinatorial optimization 

58 Risk management Object of 

research 

15 1287 risk management, development process, risk analysis, risk assessment, supply chain 

risk, supply chain systems, occupational safety, rapid development, safety systems, 

health safety 

45 Planning problems 

modeling 

Object of 

research 

14 909 planning problems, freight transportation, tactical operational, customer service, 

customer demand, time windows, optimization models, integer linear, supply chain 

planning, strategic tactical operational 

46 Planning topics Object of 

research 

14 1106 process planning, planning scheduling, design process, production process, 

production planning, shop floor, genetic algorithms, manufacturing systems, decision 

making, manufacturing engineers 

61 Safety 

management 

Object of 

research 

14 284 safety management, construction safety, process safety, occupational safety, project 

management, human error, safety climate, resilience engineering, quality 

management, safety systems 

73 Systems 

thinking/soft 

systems/complex 

systems 

Methodological 14 758 systems thinking, sociotechnical systems, accident causation, system safety, soft 

systems, complexity theory, systems methodology, complex systems, human factors, 

service quality 

17 Fuzzy logic Methodological 13 1255 fuzzy logic, linear programming, robust optimization, machine learning, particle 

swarm, mass customization, deep learning, support vector, mathematical 

programming, 

20 Health and safety Object of 

research 

13 268 health safety, occupational health safety, enterprises smes, performance evaluation, 

safety climate, network analysis, construction industry, safety performance 

34 Material handling Object of 

research 

13 2007 material handling, design control, automated guided, transportation systems, 

container terminals, design operation, system design, flexible manufacturing, design 

problems, decision problems 

56 Risk assessment Object of 

research 

13 660 risk assessment, process industry, risk management, process safety, safety security, 

risk analysis, modelling approaches, nuclear power, organizational learning, 

performance assessment 

74 Technology 

management 

Object of 

research 

13 458 technology management, strategic management, innovation management, 

technological change, developing countries, technological innovation, knowledge 

management, products services, social sciences, product development 

59 Robust 

optimization 

Methodological 12 372 robust optimization, decision variables, static dynamic, objective function, 

mathematical optimization, optimization problems, machine learning, real life, 

multicriteria decision, revenue management 

66 Supply chain and 

manufacturing 

systems 

Object of 

research 

12 797 supply chain systems, network analysis, manufacturing systems, flexible 

manufacturing, multiagent systems, sustainable supply chain, product design, 

production planning, production planning control, complex systems 

44 Performance 

measures 

Object of 

research 

11 443 performance measures, logistics supply chain, green supply, factor analysis, supply 

chain management, supply chain performance, s s, performance indicators, 

competitive advantage, operational performance 

52 Reliability analysis Object of 

research 

11 393 reliability analysis, human reliability, human error, human behaviour, safety 

assessment, human factors, complex systems 

55 Risk analysis Object of 

research 

11 256 risk analysis, quantitative risk, case studies, occupational safety, accident causation, 

risk management, performance assessment, nuclear power, sensitivity analysis, 

mathematical models 

22 Human resource 

management 

Object of 

research 

10 657 human resource management, quality management, logistics supply chain, 

multiobjective optimization, human resources, data analysis, total quality 

management, data collection, regression analysis, project management 

27 Inventory systems 

with service level 

Object of 

research 

10 190 fill rate, inventory system, base stock, periodic inventory, inventory control, demand 

distribution, lead time, optimal policy, monte carlo, quality improvement 

29 Knowledge 

management 

Object of 

research 

10 734 knowledge management, case study, performance measures, technology 

management, supply chain, information technology, knowledgebased systems, 

problem structuring 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 4 ( continued ) 

38 Nature-inspired 

metaheuristics 

Methodological 10 616 ant colony optimization, particle swarm, complex problems, optimization problems, 

optimization algorithm, neural networks, monte carlo, engineering applications, 

discrete optimization, multiobjective optimization 

63 Simulation and 

optimization 

Methodological 10 342 simulation optimization, inventory system, inventory management, genetic 

algorithms, fill rate, evolutionary algorithms, objective function, response surface 

67 Supply chain 

design 

Object of 

research 

10 666 supply chain design, global supply, product design, supply chain systems, 

classification scheme, inventory management, sustainable supply chain, tactical 

operational, integer programming, flexible manufacturing 

4 Assembly line 

balancing 

Object of 

research 

9 1482 assembly line, line balancing, heuristics metaheuristics, experimental design, 

production process, exact heuristic, comprehensive survey, heuristic solution, 

objective function, combinatorial optimization 

19 Genetic algorithms Methodological 9 1083 genetic algorithms, production operations management, operations management, 

system dynamics, service quality, health care, quality management, customer 

satisfaction, reverse logistics, data collection 

39 Network design Object of 

research 

9 431 network design, design problems, decision variables, supply chain network, linear 

programming, mixed integer, optimization models, integer linear, global supply 

30 Lot sizing Object of 

research 

8 1122 lot sizing, production planning, flowshop scheduling, comprehensive survey, setup 

times, scheduling survey, mathematical programming, machine scheduling, 

classification scheme, quality improvement 

41 Occupational 

safety 

Object of 

research 

8 148 occupational safety, construction industry, organizational learning, problem 

structuring, process safety 

50 Project scheduling Object of 

research 

8 1941 project scheduling, classification scheme, resource constraints, machine scheduling, 

heuristic algorithms, exact heuristic, project management, software development, 

scheduling problems, exact heuristic algorithms 

54 Revenue 

management 

Object of 

research 

8 812 revenue management, dynamic pricing, conceptual framework, demand distribution, 

stochastic demand, control problem 

65 Supplier selection Object of 

research 

8 1017 supplier selection, classification framework, expert systems, content analysis, 

decision models, artificial intelligence, decision problems, experimental design 

72 System dynamics Methodological 8 451 system dynamics, operations management, accident causation, decision making, 

human factors, genetic algorithms, lead time, empirical studies, sociotechnical 

systems, complexity theory 

5 Big data/data 

analytics 

Methodological 7 546 big data, data analytics, case study, critical analysis, logistics supply chain, 

classification framework 

75 Traveling salesman 

problem 

Object of 

research 

7 535 traveling salesman problem, optimization problems, linear programming, genetic 

algorithms, empirical evidence, heuristic algorithms, comparative analysis, exact 

algorithms, integer linear, survey classification 

2 Analytic hierarchy 

process 

Methodological 6 2040 analytic hierarchy process, operations management, network analysis, case study, 

robust optimization, process design 

57 Risk in the 

primary sector 

Object of 

research 

6 128 nuclear power, power plants, probabilistic risk assessment, united states, s s, 

performance assessment, safety assessment, risk assessment, sensitivity analysis, 

software development 

69 Supply chain 

network 

Object of 

research 

6 1397 supply chain network, network design, green supply, environmental social, design 

problems, sustainable development, mathematical models, industrial applications, 

facility location models, linear programming 

70 Supply chain risk 

management 

Object of 

research 

6 1276 supply chain risk, risk management, supply chain systems, quantitative risk, 

development process, risk analysis, mathematical models, network analysis, decision 

models, 

48 Product life cycle Object of 

research 

5 457 life cycle, product lifecycle, concurrent engineering 

51 Recommender 

systems 

Object of 

research 

5 393 recommender systems, machine learning, social networks, classification scheme, 

complex problems, scheduling problems, information systems, decision making, deep 

learning, support vector 

1 Accident causation Object of 

research 

4 201 accident causation, system safety, system design, fault tree, safety issues, control 

problem, probabilistic risk assessment, health safety, accident prevention, nuclear 

power 

28 Job shop topics Object of 

research 

4 142 flexible manufacturing, survey classification, resource constraints, flowshop 

scheduling, setup times, classification scheme, supply chain systems, linear 

programming, project scheduling, material handling 

33 Mass 

customization 

Object of 

research 

4 814 mass customization, empirical studies, production systems, products services, fuzzy 

logic 
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any topics associated with optimization of strategic and tactical 

ecisions via mathematical programming in supply chain manage- 

ent, e.g., facility location , network design , and supply chain plan- 

ing . 

Fig. 2 also helps to illustrate which terms are “central” and 

hich terms are on the boundaries of the field, i.e. the terms 

hat are well integrated into the field by being associated with 

any others or terms that are studied mainly in isolation and 

nly have a tangential relationship with other terms. For instance, 

any terms associated with safety (blue cluster) are rarely related 

ith other terms outside their cluster, whereas terms such as sup- 

ly chain , manufacturing systems , production planning , and decision 

aking are all associated with many other terms in different clus- 
10 
ers and are centrally located, suggesting their relevance for the 

hole field. The reader is referred to the supplementary mate- 

ial of this paper for the two files containing the full information 

eeded to build Fig. 2 using VOSviewer [35] . The data used to build

ll figures in this document is also provided in the supplementary 

aterial. 

Since a single document classified in a cluster might be asso- 

iated with both an object of research and a methodology, which 

ould be hiding some insights from the analysis, we included Fig. 3 

o show a different analysis where more than one term (from the 

TL of the review database), either methodological or topical, can 

e counted per single document. In Fig. 3 we analyze the interests 

hat authors have had in different topics by plotting the z-score 
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Fig. 1. Citations per year to the review papers for each LSA cluster (note that all z-scores below -1 are represented by the same color). 
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er year of the number of papers in which a specific term was 

ound (note: we do not include the citations as in Fig. 1 because 

t is not a straightforward analysis to count citations over multi- 

le terms that might appear in the same document). Fig. 3 illus- 

rates the evolution of author interests in some topics by showing 

he terms with upward, stable and downward trends in the last 20 

ears. Similar to Fig. 1 , a term trend in Fig. 3 was estimated by

alculating the slope of the linear regression between publication 

ear and z-score of the number of occurrences of a term and then 

tandardizing the resulting values of the term slopes. The thresh- 

ld values of standardized slopes to identify upward, stable and 

ownward trends per term were the same as in Fig. 1 . 

Because of the simpler terms that are used in Fig. 3 , we can

dentify new insights. For instance, the number of papers contain- 

ng terms such as healthcare, human (from, e.g., human factors, hu- 

an resources), maintenance, resilience , and simulation has been in- 
11 
reasing in recent years. Furthermore, while the trend regarding 

he number of citations to reviews included in risk and safety- 

elated clusters is not upwards (see Fig. 1 ), the trend in the num- 

er of papers containing the words risk and safety actually is. So, 

here does not seem to be a straightforward relationship between 

he number of papers published on one topic and its impact (cita- 

ions). We discuss this topic in Section 6.1 . 

One result that shows opposite trends in citations and num- 

er of reviews is the result regarding the term/cluster operations 

anagement . In this regard, while we can see that the citations to 

eviews classified in the operations management cluster have been 

teadily increasing since 20 0 0 ( Fig. 1 ), Fig. 3 shows that the relative

umber of reviews per year that contain the term operations man- 

gement has been decreasing for the same period. Zooming in at 

he data, this does not entail that the number of reviews contain- 

ng the term operations management has decreased (in fact, 2018 
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Fig. 2. Co-occurrence network of high-loading terms in OR/MS review papers. 
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as the year with the highest number of reviews containing this 

erm – 9) but that the share of papers containing this term has 

een decreasing. The reader is referred to the supplementary ma- 

erial to access the data on term occurrence per year used to build 

ig. 3 . 

. Influence of OR/MS reviews in other subject areas 

In addition to studying which are the core topics of OR/MS, we 

anted to investigate what has been the influence of OR/MS in 

ther fields, and which of the OR/MS-related topics have had the 

ost impact outside OR/MS. To attain this objective, we searched 

or all the research papers (either reviews or regular articles) pub- 

ished between 2010 and 2019 (up until November 19 th ) that have 

ited one of the 1744 review papers included in our analysis. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the percentage of papers published in an ag- 

regated subject area e.g., the Engineering area contains branches 

uch as Industrial, Manufacturing, and Mechanical Engineering, 

hat have cited any of the papers in REV (database of review pa- 

ers). The main percentage numbers shown in Fig. 4 represent the 

roportion of papers that have cited OR/MS reviews per subject 

rea, out of the total number of citations that OR/MS reviews re- 

eived; whereas the numbers in the parenthesis in Fig. 4 depict the 

roportion of papers that have cited OR/MS reviews in each sub- 

ect area, out of the whole set of papers published in a subject area

etween 2010 and 2019. In this regard, since Engineering is the 

ubject area with the biggest number of papers published between 

010 and 2019 overall, it is also the area with the highest number 

f papers citing OR/MS papers, followed by OR/MS, Computer Sci- 

nce, and Business & Economics. However, the influence of OR/MS 

n the area of Engineering seems to be minimal as only 2% (shown 

n the parenthesis in Fig. 4 ) of all the papers published in that field

etween 2010 and 2019 have cited OR/MS reviews. Something sim- 

lar happens with Computer Science as it is also a big field that has

ited many OR/MS reviews but without being highly influenced by 

his field (only 3% of all the papers published in that field have 

ited OR/MS reviews). The subject area that seems to have a big 

nteraction and overlap with OR/MS is the area of Business & Eco- 

omics since it represents both a big proportion of the citations re- 

eived by OR/MS reviews and a big proportion of the papers from 

hat field cite OR/MS reviews (23%). 
12 
On the other hand, subject areas such as Transportation, In- 

ormation Science & Library Science, and Geography are areas in 

hich the proportion of the total papers published in that field 

iting OR/MS reviews is higher than the proportion of the total 

ites received by OR/MS reviews, suggesting that, while these ar- 

as are not as big and influential, they have been influenced by the 

R/MS field. The area of Public Administration is a special case of 

his phenomenon because it only represents 1% of all the citations 

eceived by OR/MS reviews but a total of 16% of their papers pub- 

ished between 2010 and 2019 are citing OR/MS reviews, suggest- 

ng that Public Administration might be highly influenced by the 

R/MS field. It is worth noting that the data regarding the number 

f papers published between 2010 and 2019 from all subject areas 

ere also obtained from the WoS database. 

Fig. 4 also suggests the relevance of OR/MS for very differ- 

nt areas of research, such as Environmental Sciences & Ecology, 

elecommunications, Chemistry, Mechanics, Geology, Psychology, 

nd Agriculture. It should be noted that the sum of the percent- 

ges in Fig. 4 does not add to 100% because some journals might 

e classified in more than one subject area in WoS, which results 

n one document being counted more than once. 

To assess which OR/MS topics have had the most relevance in 

ther subject areas, we used the CTL (concise term list) of the CITE 

atabase (papers published between 2010 and 2019 citing OR/MS 

eviews) to find which terms have been used more frequently by 

apers published in different subject areas. Thus, Fig. 5 shows, via 

 color-coded heatmap, the standardized number of papers by sub- 

ect area which were found to include a highly-occurring term. 

rom Fig. 5 it is clear that a big proportion of studies that cite 

R/MS papers are concerned with optimization since this term ap- 

eared frequently in the majority of subject areas included in CITE. 

ther terms with high relevance for all subject areas are decision 

aking, fuzzy, risk, safety, scheduling, sensitivity analysis, simulation, 

upply chain , and uncertainty . 

Additional terms with high relevance in various subject areas 

ere china in Geology, Meteorology and Atmospheric Sciences, and 

ublic Administration; data envelopment analysis and energy effi- 

iency in Energy and Fuels, and Thermodynamics; innovation in 

usiness and Economics, Information Science and Library Science, 

nd Public Administration; multi-criteria decision in Electrochem- 

stry and Water Resources; resilience in Meteorology and Atmo- 
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Fig. 3. Papers per year containing a specified term (note that all z-scores below -1 are represented by the same color). 
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pheric Sciences, Psychology, and Water Resources; sustainability 

n Environmental Sciences and Ecology, Public Administration, and 

cience and Technology – Other Topics; and useful life in Electro- 

hemistry and Instruments and Instrumentation. 

Noteworthy associations between some terms and particular re- 

earch areas are decision support in Agriculture; neural network in 

hemistry; big data, information systems, knowledge management , 

nd learning effect in Information Science and Library Science; reli- 

bility in Nuclear Science and Technology; TOPSIS in Materials Sci- 
13 
nce; polynomial chaos in Physics; and big data and sustainable de- 

elopment in Public Administration. 

. Research opportunities for future OR/MS reviews 

.1. Relevance of topics 

The most straightforward way to discover research opportuni- 

ies for future review papers is to analyze the latest year of pub- 
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Fig. 4. Percentage of citing papers per WoS subject area between 2010 and 2019 out of all citations to OR/MS reviews (in parenthesis: percentage of all the papers in the 

subject area citing OR/MS reviews). 

Fig. 5. Heatmap of the standardized number of papers per subject area containing a specific term (note that all z-scores below -0.5 are represented by the same color). 
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2

ication of a review paper for each topical cluster and select the 

luster with the oldest publication year (see Fig. 6 (a)). For in- 

tance, the last review paper on lot-sizing in our database was 

ublished in 2011, which suggests that a more updated review on 

ot-sizing would be an interesting paper. However, since the latest 

ear of publication of a review on certain topics could be a result 

f the current relevance of a topic and not an indication of future 

esearch opportunities, i.e. the topic has lost its relevance, we also 

eeded to gauge the relevance of the topics with other measure- 

ents, such as overall and recent citations. To conduct this analy- 

is, we first calculated the global impact of the clusters by divid- 

ng the sum of citations of the reviews included in each cluster 

y the total number of reviews in each cluster (Citations/Reviews). 

his measurement gauges the overall impact (based on citations) 

f a topic without any regard for temporality. Thus, if we only take 

nto account the latest publication year we would conclude that 

he cluster of job shop topics (cluster 28) has potential for new re- 

iews as the latest review classified into that cluster was published 

n 2011. However, if we compare the latest publication year against 

he Citations/Reviews of the same cluster ( Fig. 6 (a)), the conclu- 

ion is that it might not be worthwhile to conduct a literature re- 

iew regarding this topic as its overall impact is minimal, i.e. it has 

 small number of average citations per review. 
14 
To further assess the relevance of the clusters, we then calcu- 

ated the average publication year per cluster as well as a 2018 

mpact factor of sorts for each cluster [38] . The average publica- 

ion year per cluster shows how recent the consolidation of each 

luster has been by providing data on the average publication year 

f the clusters (see Fig. 6 (b)). The clusters of big data analytics, 

ealth and safety, safety culture climate and performance, safety man- 

gement, recommender systems, supply chain risk management, per- 

ormance measures, risk assessment, data envelopment analysis , ro- 

ust optimization , and planning problems modeling all have average 

ublication years higher or equal than 2014 (the last 5 full years), 

howing their recent emergence. However, when plotted against 

itations/Reviews ( Fig. 6 (b)) we can see that papers classified in 

he clusters of health and safety, safety culture climate and perfor- 

ance , safety management, performance measures , and robust opti- 

ization have had little impact in terms of citations. This could be 

aused by the lack of relevance of these topics but also because 

he interest in these topics has only peaked in recent years, leav- 

ng little time to make a significant impact in terms of citations. 

Thus, to uncover the most recent impact of topical clusters, we 

alculated a 2018 impact factor [38] of sorts for each cluster by 

ividing the citations that reviews published between 2015 and 

017 received in 2018 by the sum of reviews published between 
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Fig. 6. Relevance analysis of LSA clusters of review papers. 
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015 and 2017: Citations(2018)/Reviews(2015-2017). The compari- 

on between the global impact (Citations/Reviews) and the most 

ecent impact (Citations(2018)/Reviews(2015-2017)) for each clus- 

er is shown in Fig. 6 (c). Fig. 6 (c) suggests that reviews classified

n the clusters of health and safety, safety culture climate and per- 
15 
ormance, safety management , and robust optimization have not had 

 high impact in the most recent years, even though there have 

een many recent reviews on those topics (high average publica- 

ion year). On the other hand, clusters such as big data analytics, 

lanning problems modeling, supply chain risk management, nature- 
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Fig. 7. Term-term correlation plot for review papers ( � represents a non-significant Pearson’s correlation coefficient, i.e. p-value > 0.05). 
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nspired metaheuristics , and risk assessment , despite their moderate 

atio of Citation/Reviews, have had a high impact in recent years, 

uggesting continuing opportunities for impactful and relevant re- 

earch on these topics. 

.2. Research gaps in combined reviewed topics 

Several topics have been subject to a significant number of re- 

iews and the maturation of the OR/MS field is such that there 

re many reviews on the combined use of different methods to 

tudy particular topics. Examples of the latter are artificial intelli- 

ence in scheduling [ 92 , 93 ] and big data in supply chains [ 80 , 94 ],

nd the combination of methods to solve a particular issue, e.g., 

ata mining with optimization [ 95 , 96 ] and simulation with opti- 

ization [97–99] . There are still subjects that have not been stud- 

ed jointly with such attention that these can result in a sizeable 

ample of literature review papers. By studying the correlation be- 

ween terms, suggestions can be made regarding the topics that 

ave not been commonly concurrently studied in order to sug- 

est future research opportunities. To study this issue, we present 

n analysis of term-term correlations in Fig. 7 . A darker-blue hue 

n Fig. 7 represents a low Pearson’s correlation coefficient [100] , 

uggesting a lack of concurrent research between related topics in 

he matrix, and opportunities for future OR/MS research. We used 

he concise terms list (CTL) for this analysis to have a short list of 

erms consolidating many concepts and to have an easier visual in- 

pection of the term-term correlation plot. It is worth noting that 

any terms included in the CTL regarding REV can be found in pa- 

ers that have been classified in related LSA clusters (e.g., sequenc- 

ng and scheduling in the cluster of job shop topics – see Fig. A2 in

he Appendix) or are eminently contained in one of the clusters 

 risk in the clusters of risk analysis, risk assessment, and risk man- 
16 
gement), which explains why this concise list covers almost 84% 

f the reviews. 

Some of the non-correlated terms in review papers are terms 

hat do not have an ontological association between them, e.g., life 

ycle with assignment problem or product development with vehicle 

outing (see supplementary material for the Pearson’s correlation 

oefficients between terms as well as the coefficients’ p-values). 

owever, from Fig. 7 we can identify some opportunities for fu- 

ure research given current gaps between methodologies and ob- 

ects of research, or between two different methodologies or two 

ifferent objects of research. For instance, artificial intelligence for 

ricing ; big data for forecasting and for sequencing job arrivals in 

arallel machines and flowshop environments; the competitive ad- 

antage gained by using expert systems ; forecasting for maintenance ; 

ata mining in healthcare ; the human (factor) in scheduling ; risk (as- 

essment) in logistics, outsourcing , and supplier selection ; the effects 

f good maintenance policies on sustainability and supply chain per- 

ormance; expert systems and big data for transportation topics; and 

eliability considerations in vehicle routing . 

Overall, terms related to the topic of inventory control and 

anagement ( inventory, logistics, service level) have not had enough 

o-occurrences with terms associated with job shop sequencing 

 flowshop, parallel machine, sequencing, scheduling ) suggesting a re- 

earch gap on those combined problems, e.g., the effects of using 

ispatching rules, such as the shortest processing time (SPT) rule 

101] , in reducing stockouts of certain components/products. Fur- 

hermore, terms associated with optimization methods ( dynamic 

rogramming, genetic algorithm, integer programming , optimization ) 

ave a lack of correlation with terms associated with practical de- 

ision support, such as decision support, expert systems , and infor- 

ation systems , suggesting a lack of consideration about practical 

mplementation topics of optimization approaches. 
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Table 5 

Emerging author keywords based on their average publication year. 

Term # Reviews 

Average publication 

year 

Deep learning 6 2018.33 

Industry 4.0 7 2018.29 

Sociotechnical systems 7 2017.43 

Feature extraction 6 2017.33 

Big data 10 2017.30 

Data analytics 6 2017.17 

Performance indicators 8 2016.88 

Social networks 7 2016.86 

Predictive models 6 2016.83 

Process safety 8 2016.63 

Green supply 6 2016.50 

Thematic analysis 6 2016.50 

Environmental (and) social 9 2016.44 

Structured overview 6 2016.33 

Resilience engineering 7 2016.29 

Bibliometric analysis 15 2016.27 

Intelligent systems 9 2016.22 

Occupational health safety 12 2016.17 

Advanced manufacturing 7 2016.14 

Sustainable supply chain 7 2016.14 

Construction safety 8 2016.13 

Public health 6 2016.00 

Transportation systems 6 2016.00 
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Fig. 7 also shows that the warmer (i.e., redder) the color is, the 

ore terms are eminently associated with each other. Terms as- 

ociated with each other are, e.g., risk with safety and resilience, 

afety with construction industry, innovation with technology man- 

gement, logistics with sustainability , and pricing with inventory . 

rom Fig. 7 we can also see that the terms of supply chain, logistics ,

nd simulation are related to many other terms, suggesting their 

verall relevance to OR/MS research. 

.3. Emerging topics in OR/MS and related research areas 

To discover the emerging topics in OR/MS in the last decade, 

e looked at the frequency of occurrence of terms included in the 

ist of 378 high-loading terms (from the LSA) in REV with an av- 

rage publication year higher or equal than 2016. Table 5 shows 

hat keywords associated with emerging industrial and technologi- 

al aspects ( Industry 4.0, socio-technical systems, advanced manufac- 

uring ), sustainability issues ( green supply, environmental (and) so- 

ial, resilience engineering, sustainable supply chain ) and data ana- 

ytics ( deep learning, big data, data analytics, social networks, pre- 

ictive models , bibliometric analysis ) all have received considerable 

ttention in recent years. 

Similarly, we searched for emerging terms in CITE (the database 

f papers citing OR/MS reviews) by looking for terms that have 

ot been listed previously ( Fig. 4 , Tables 4 and 5 ) to extract in-

ormation about recent relevant topics from outside OR/MS. Three 

eneral themes seem prevalent from this analysis presented in 

able 6: topics related to the mitigation of climate change (e.g., cir- 

ular economy , carbon emission, environmental efficiency, food waste, 

co-efficiency, green manufacturing ), current technological trends 

e.g., smart cities, 3D printing, microgrid, digital twin ) and emerging 

ogistics issues (e.g., heterogeneous fleet, reverse supply chain, supply 

isruption, truck scheduling, green logistics , maritime industry, blood 

upply chain ). 

Interestingly, terms such as China and India appeared very fre- 

uently in CITE (see Fig. 4 and Table 6 ), suggesting also the emer-

ence of those two countries as topics that are subject of study 

nd not only as countries with emerging scientific outputs [102] . 
17 
. Discussion 

.1. The past and current state of OR/MS 

Examining the results from Section 4 (specifically Table 4 ) we 

an see that, as expected, traditional OR/MS methods and ap- 

lication areas summarized in Table 2 have been steadfast top- 

cs in the field and remain very relevant. Review papers dealing 

ith resource and machine scheduling, vehicle routing, combina- 

orial optimization, production planning and control, facility loca- 

ion, and inventory modeling were highly cited in the last decade 

see Fig. 1 ). 

Results from Section 4 also show that the predictions that mul- 

iple authors gave regarding which will be the next influential top- 

cs in OR/MS (also summarized in Table 2 ) were fulfilled, as the 

opics of artificial intelligence, business analytics (data mining and 

ig data analytics), problem structuring methods, revenue manage- 

ent, and risk management were found to be relevant topic clus- 

ers by the LSA. In particular, the data analytics movement, as it 

as called by Ranyard et al. [12] , and the issues related to risk 

management, assessment, and analysis) have been established as 

undamental and currently very relevant (see Fig. 6 (c)) topics of 

tudy in OR/MS. As a side note, it is of course not possible to 

dentify whether these predictions may have been self-fulfilling 

rophecies or not. However, we can conclude that our data sup- 

ort the predictions of previous authors by finding that these top- 

cs/methods are indeed a fundamental part of the OR/MS domain. 

Further inspection of the results shows that “supply chain man- 

gement” has become one of the core objects of research (if not 

he core object of research) in OR/MS since supply chain issues 

ave been the subject of many review papers. Furthermore, re- 

iews dealing with supply chain-related topics have been cited 

ontinuously and heavily during the most recent decade, and even 

n the last two years. This suggests that “supply chain manage- 

ent” is at the center of the OR/MS domain, particularly as it is 

lso heavily related to many other topics studied in the field (see, 

.g., Figs. 2 and 7 ). 

The need to model and understand ever-increasingly complex 

eal problems by OR/MS scholars, responding to a call from early 

esearchers in the field [ 9 , 11 , 20 , 103 ], seems to have resulted in the

mergence and full consolidation of topics dealing with complex 

spects of reality, such as multi-criteria decision making, and of 

ethods trying to provide decision support for ill-defined prob- 

ems, e.g., data envelopment analysis, analytic hierarchy process, 

uzzy logic, and even machine learning. This trend has been also 

uggested by previous studies concerned with the output of OR/MS 

ournals [ 22 , 24 , 26 , 41 , 43 ]. 

An analysis of papers citing OR/MS reviews showed that OR/MS 

as influenced many subject areas outside traditionally OR/MS- 

ssociated areas (Engineering, Computer Science and Business & 

conomics [32] ). In fact, it could be said that some areas, e.g., En- 

ironmental Sciences and Ecology, Science and Technology – Other 

opics, Transportation, Automation and Control Systems, Telecom- 

unications, Energy and Fuels, Information Science and Library 

cience, and, particularly, Public Administration, have developed a 

igh interrelation with the OR/MS domain as they have constantly 

ited OR/MS research in the last decade. Moreover, we found that 

ore topics in OR/MS such as optimization, scheduling, simulation, 

nd supply chain have a big influence in many other subject ar- 

as; whereas some other topics (mainly related to metaheuristics) 

re exclusively used by OR/MS. Most notably, the concept of uncer- 

ainty, which the CONDOR authors suggested in 1988 [60] to have 

 big impact on future research, is one of the concepts that OR/MS 

hares interest with many other research fields. 

Interestingly, the suggestions of the CONDOR report for future 

venues of research regarding methodological aspects of OR, even 
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Table 6 

Emerging terms in papers citing OR/MS reviews. 

Term # docs. Term # docs. 

India 194 Failure mode and 

effects analysis 

58 

Electric vehicle 129 Agent-based model 58 

Polynomial chaos 

expansion 

128 Imperfect maintenance 56 

Small medium-sized 

enterprises 

121 Fuzzy inference system 55 

Carbon emission 119 Eco-efficiency 53 

Gamma process 106 Truck scheduling 52 

Circular economy 105 Supply disruption 51 

CO 2 emissions 95 Cognitive mapping 45 

Service innovation 92 Smart cities 44 

Order allocation 76 Online reviews 43 

Food industry 75 Scenario analysis 42 

Environmental 

efficiency 

74 Sustainable supplier 

selection 

41 

Grey relational 

analysis 

73 Social commerce 40 

Panel data 72 Microgrid 40 

Financial crisis 72 Information quality 39 

Surrogate model 69 Educational data 

mining 

39 

Undesirable outputs 69 Data quality 38 

Reverse supply chain 69 Green manufacturing 36 

Fuel consumption 62 Dempster-Shafer 

evidence theory 

35 

Lean six sigma 60 Maritime industry 33 

Greenhouse gas 

emissions 

60 Food waste 32 

Green logistics 60 Blood supply chain 31 

Heterogeneous fleet 59 Convolutional neural 

network 

30 

Predictive maintenance 59 Cloud model 27 

Hesitant fuzzy 

linguistic 

58 Sharing economy 24 

3D printing 58 Digital twin 17 
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hough they were made in 1988, are still very relevant today as 

any of those research topics/methods appeared frequently in the 

ist of high-loading terms, e.g., non-linear and multi-objective pro- 

ramming, robust optimization, stochastic programming, simula- 

ion, and decision support. Possibly the only topic that seemed rel- 

vant for the authors of CONDOR at that time that does not ap- 

ear as relevant today is the topic of expert systems. This term 

ay have lost importance during the last 10 years, as shown by 

he significant decrease in citations for this cluster (see Fig. 1 ). A 

ossible explanation for this could be that the general term expert 

ystem has been substituted by a wide range of terms associated 

ith more specific methodologies, e.g., artificial intelligence, neural 

etworks , and machine learning (see Fig. 2 ). 

.2. OR/MS bibliography of structured review papers 

After conducting the text mining analysis of OR/MS literature 

eview papers, we found that there were several terms frequently 

ssociated with literature reviews providing a structured anal- 

sis of the literature: benchmark, bibliometric analysis, classifica- 

ion framework, classification scheme, conceptual framework, concep- 

ual model, content analysis, meta-analysis, systematic literature re- 

iew , and taxonomy . Because literature reviews providing this type 

f structured analysis are very helpful for practitioners and re- 

earchers of any research topic, we built a summary table of lit- 

rature review papers (Table C1) where we identify the type of 

tructured analysis done in the paper and the LSA cluster of the 

ocument in question. This summary table can be used as a bibli- 

graphy of literature review papers on the core topics of OR/MS. 

To cover more content, we also provide a complementary sum- 

ary table of the structured literature reviews containing both a 
18 
erm included in the concise term list and a term frequently found 

n structured literature reviews, as papers containing some highly 

elevant terms for some clusters were not always included in the 

ssociated clusters (see Fig. A2 in the Appendix). Thus, in the sec- 

nd table (Table C2), any review that contains a specific combina- 

ion of terms, e.g., risk and taxonomy , will be shown, irrespective of 

he relevance of the review for a specific topic. We provide these 

ummary tables as a digital companion document to this paper. 

.3. The future of OR/MS reviews 

There are some suggestions for future research from the CON- 

OR report that have not yet been fulfilled but that we believe 

ould be very interesting to study. For instance, stakeholders 

daptation to lack of performance, the trade-off between modeling 

ffort and modeling accuracy, transient behavior of systems, and 

roduction and distribution decisions under real-time information, 

hich is a very relevant topic considering the business environ- 

ent of the future (a sentiment shared also by Sodhi and Tang 

18] ) in which cyber-physical systems will be more present in daily 

perations, e.g., Trucking 4.0 [104] and Industry 4.0 [105] . 

Furthermore, based on the emerging topics found from recent 

R/MS studies and citing articles ( Tables 5 and 6 ), it can be sug-

ested that new technologies associated with the manufacturing 

ector, e.g., Industry 4.0, 3D printing, digital twins, as well as 

ustainability issues will be on the center of debate in the next 

ecade. Text mining from different subject areas also showed that 

R/MS journals and researchers have yet to consider topics very 

elevant for the mitigation of climate change. Particularly striking 

s the fact that terms such as circular economy, carbon emissions 

r food waste , which already have a consolidated output in other 
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elds (see, e.g., [106–108] ), have barely received any attention from 

R/MS reviews, as they are critical regarding the sustainability ef- 

orts of society. In this regard, Sodhi and Tang [18] suggested that 

ffort s such as reverse logistics, which is a current trending area of 

esearch within OR/MS along with sustainable supply chains, sup- 

ly chain coordination, green supply chain, and closed-loop supply 

hain, could help in the sustainability efforts of supply chains. 

Results from Fig. 6 suggest that the topics of lot-sizing and sup- 

lier selection could be very relevant topics to write updated re- 

iews since the last review on the topics (included in our database) 

ere published in 2011 and 2016, respectively, and the global im- 

act of these topics in terms of Citations/Reviews is very high (in 

omparison with other clusters). Overall, it could be said that the 

ist of topics in Table 4 constitute the mature and consolidated top- 

cs in OR/MS, whereas the lists in Tables 5 and 6 and the analysis

resented in Fig. 6 could be used as a guideline of potential topics 

hich could be subject of future and impactful literature reviews. 

urthermore, as we mentioned in Section 6.2 , Fig. 7 can be used to

dentify areas of opportunity for future reviews by locating topics 

hat have not yet been reviewed jointly and have relevance for the 

eld, e.g., artificial intelligence for pricing, big data for forecasting, 

ata mining in healthcare, risk assessment in logistics, and relia- 

ility considerations in vehicle routing. 

As a global conclusion, it could be said that the concept of sup- 

ly chain is the core current notion within OR/MS as many reviews 

ave been focused on supply chain topics and reviews classified in 

he clusters of supply chain management, supply chain network and 

upply chain risk management have had a high number of citations 

n the last 10 years. In addition, beyond the total output dedicated 

o each topic, review papers on analytic hierarchy process have been 

he most influential in the field, as their average citations per re- 

iew have been the highest of all topics. Similarly, reviews classi- 

ed in the clusters of project scheduling, supply chain network, sup- 

ly chain risk management , and mass customization have all had a 

ig impact in the field. 

Has OR/MS become too broad in its scope as some authors have 

entioned? Based on our results, we observed that OR/MS has 

ndeed integrated many methodologies into its pool of decision- 

aking tools, effectively turning this area of expertise into a mul- 

idisciplinary field. However, the main application areas of OR/MS 

ontinue to be the same as in the past (e.g., outlined by the CON- 

OR report), with some very interesting additions, e.g., revenue 

anagement, risk management, and portfolio selection. Optimiza- 

ion is still at the core of the overall influence of OR/MS, as shown

y our results regarding the citations OR/MS reviews received from 

ther fields and previous empirical evidence [12] . Additionally, our 

nalysis from Figs. 2 and 7 suggests that business analytics (with 

erms such as data mining and big data ), artificial intelligence (and 

he term machine learning ), and risk considerations have been in- 

orporated into the core content of OR/MS as they are related with 

any other topics in the field. On the other hand, we found that 

here are in fact some topics that have yet to build ties with the 

ore contents of OR/MS as they have normally been studied in 

solation, e.g., safety topics, technology management, and innova- 

ion, and thus, one should ask whether they should be included as 

art of the OR/MS field. Some other terms such as deep learning, 

article swarm optimization, statistical process control or lot-sizing 

ave also a limited connection with many topics in the field. How- 

ver, since they are very tightly related to core topics in the field 

deep learning and particle swarm optimization with artificial in- 

elligence, statistical process control with quality control, and lot 

izing with scheduling), we cannot say that they are dispersing the 

eld, even though they only cover a narrow topic (see [20] for a 

iscussion on topics with a high degree of focus). 

It is worth noting that since data collection was completed 

n November 2019, our data is not able to show the very latest 
19 
rends in research and the world. For instance, 2020 brought us 

he COVID-19 pandemic which has significantly affected the daily 

perations of businesses, pushing them to adapt to new circum- 

tances [109] . While our data is not showing this, there are huge 

pportunities for future research in the OR/MS field regarding this 

opic, as can be attested by the multiple recent effort s to better 

nderstand the impact of COVID-19 in supply chains [110–113] and 

roposing ways to overcome its impacts [114–116] . 

.4. Comparison with bibliometric studies 

Since this study used text mining tools to analyze topical pat- 

erns in OR/MS its results provide new insights compared with bib- 

iometric studies. The use of LSA enabled us to assess the impact 

hat various topics have had throughout the years (see Figs. 1 and 

 ). The classification of papers into topical clusters with common 

bjects of research and methodologies allowed us to combine the 

esults of different terms and keywords into one single topic. Thus, 

y using LSA we were able to identify 76 main topical clusters and 

o assess the impact of those clusters by accumulating the total 

itations for each cluster. This result goes beyond previous results 

hat exclusively relied on author keyword identification to study 

he output publication patterns (see, e.g., [ 22 , 24 , 26 , 43 ]) and not

he citation patterns. Moreover, while some studies have used text 

ining to uncover the patterns of the OM field [39] and partic- 

lar journals [ 27 , 28 , 41 ], they only studied the output patterns in

erms of the number of publications and not the citation patterns 

r any other analysis to identify future research opportunities (see 

ection 6 ). 

With the concise list of terms contained in literature reviews 

esulting from the identification of frequent terms, we were also 

ble to assess how certain methodologies have been used to study 

ifferent objects of research and, more important, which topics 

ave yet to be studied concurrently (see Fig. 7 ). In this regard, 

ur results are the first results to purposely highlight the lack of 

o-occurrence among terms found in review papers (e.g., artificial 

ntelligence for pricing ; big data for forecasting and sequencing ), ex- 

ending the results of previous bibliometric studies regarding au- 

hor keyword co-occurrence. Similarly, using a concise list of terms 

f papers citing OR/MS reviews we were able to assess how OR/MS 

as influenced different fields of research (e.g., decision support in 

griculture; neural network in Chemistry; and reliability in Nuclear 

cience and Technology). These results provide complementary in- 

ormation to the results of Pilkington and Meredith [ 32 , 33 ], who

tudied how different research areas associated with OM influence 

ach other and how knowledge is transmitted from journal to jour- 

al. 

Furthermore, as text mining facilitated identifying the most fre- 

uent methodological terms contained in structured literature re- 

iews, e.g., benchmark, meta-analysis, taxonomy , we provided the 

eader with two summary tables of structured literature reviews in 

ifferent topics, a one of a kind result that can be a starting refer- 

nce source for doctorate students and practitioners. This reference 

able can also be used to identify future opportunities to conduct 

tructured literature reviews with a specific methodological focus 

or some topics. For instance, even though we identified that the 

luster of analytic hierarchy process has the highest number of cita- 

ions per review, we did not find any literature review providing a 

axonomy associated with this term. 

Since we considered all journals classified in the subject area 

f Operations Research and Management Science in WoS, our re- 

ults consolidate previous findings of studies covering only sin- 

le journal output [ 22–25 , 42 , 43 ] and studies considering a sample

f journals [ 39 , 40 ]. What previous studies have found to be the

entral topics for specific journals, e.g., data envelopment analy- 

is, heuristics, inventory, scheduling, simulation, and supply chain 
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anagement for the European Journal of Operational Research 

22] , the International Journal of Production Research [41] and 

mega-International Journal of Management Science [43] , we have 

ound to also be true for the broad OR/MS field by using text min-

ng analysis techniques. This suggests that, apart from the new re- 

ults stemming from the text mining of titles, abstracts, and key- 

ords, we were able to confirm results from previous studies and 

xtend them from selected journals to the broader OR/MS domain. 

Finally, using our database of review papers from 1956 to mid- 

019 we were able to contrast our results with the results from 

iao et al. [26] bibliometric study, which also considered all the 

ournals classified in the OR/MS category in WoS. In this regard, 

ur results are in line with Liao et al.’s results suggesting that 

he topics associated with decision analysis (analytic hierarchy pro- 

ess, multi-criteria decision, fuzzy logic/sets), non-linear program- 

ing (data envelopment analysis, neural networks, evolutionary al- 

orithms) and with supply chain and logistics (supply chain man- 

gement, supplier selection, vehicle routing, scheduling) are both 

ighly cited, as they are included in the ESI database of highly- 

ited papers, and have a high output. Our results also agree with 

iao et al. as we found that data science papers are trending up- 

ards in the most recent years. 

Despite the agreements, we also found some contrasting results 

o those of Liao et al. Our results suggested that, contrary to what 

iao et al. said, papers classified in the clusters of supply chain 

anagement, vehicle routing , and data envelopment analysis have ac- 

ually increased in both publication output and citations received, 

howing their current relevance. Moreover, our results regarding 

ecent topic impact (see Fig. 6 (c)) showed additional trending and 

ery relevant topics from those suggested by Liao et al. by iden- 

ifying clusters with the most citations received in 2018, namely, 

upply chain risk management , supply chain network, planning prob- 

ems modeling , and freight transportation . 

.5. Methodological considerations on text mining 

The previous section summarizes the fact that text mining anal- 

sis can produce very interesting results, additional to what can 

e obtained by bibliometric analysis. Bibliometric analysis of top- 

cs has been mainly based on the identification of frequent au- 

hor keywords and keyword co-occurrence analysis to provide an 

verview of the output of journals and fields of research. While 

his method based on author keywords produces quick and rel- 

vant results due to its implementation in bibliometric software 

 35 , 37 ] and the condensed topical content of keywords, it leaves a

ignificant amount of information out of the analysis, particularly 

egarding methodological aspects. For this reason, we recommend 

ncorporating text mining as a complementary tool for bibliometric 

nalysis of topics, in addition to keyword analysis, despite the fact 

hat it involves a significant investment of time. 

Furthermore, only relying on output analysis of author key- 

ords, which the majority of previous bibliometric studies on 

R/MS have done, and not also on citation analysis for the iden- 

ification of topic trends could result in a limited analysis of trends 

nd wrong conclusions. For instance, looking only at the output 

atterns of clusters would have led us to conclude that the rel- 

vance of the topic of safety culture, climate and performance was 

ncreasing in the latest years because the number of reviews on 

hat topic has been increasing since 2017 (see Table 4 and Fig. A1 );

owever, when we studied the number of citations received by the 

apers classified in that cluster in the most recent years, we found 

hat the number of recent citations for that topic is very low (see 

igs. 1 and 6 ), showing the current lack of impact of this stream of

esearch. Thus, as it is tradition with bibliometric analysis regard- 

ng journals, institutions, and authors, citation counts associated 
20 
ith topics/keywords should also be considered to have a wider 

icture of the state of the field. 

Regarding text mining methods, we think that various text min- 

ng analyses should be carried out to capture different aspects of a 

esearch field, instead of relying on a single method. In the current 

tudy, latent semantic analysis helped us to summarize the field in 

utually exclusive clusters of documents by condensing into a sin- 

ular dimension a wide variety of dispersed terms referring to the 

ame topic (both methodological and object-of-research-oriented), 

llowing us to make a straightforward analysis of the evolution of 

R/MS in terms of output and citations. 

On the other hand, text mining of highly frequent terms pro- 

ided additional insight into the state of OR/MS by identifying the 

ccurrence of simple terms and helping to analyze correlations (or 

ack thereof) between terms and other terms and subject areas. 

his simple text mining uncovered the relevance of very specific 

erms. For instance, while LSA classified a number of reviews with 

 common topic into the freight transportation cluster (e.g., pa- 

ers on optimized shared mobility [117] , collaborative urban trans- 

ortation [118] , cross-docking [119] and container terminal opera- 

ions [120] ), the simple text mining of terms allowed us to iden- 

ify that the term logistics , which is highly associated with freight 

ransportation (see Fig. A2 in the Appendix), occurred in many pa- 

ers where the term outsourcing was also present ( Fig. 7 ) (see, 

.g., [121–124] ). Moreover, since LSA relied on text mining of terms 

ith more than one word to include some contextual meaning, we 

sed simple term analysis to uncover the relevance of some ob- 

ects of research and methodologies that could be summarized in 

ne-word terms, such as, forecasting, marketing , pricing, queue, risk, 

afety , and simulation . In this manner, we were able to identify gen- 

ral topic interrelationships since this simple technique was able to 

nd more than one term in a single document. We refer the reader 

o the paper of Romero-Silva and Marsillac [41] for more techni- 

al considerations regarding the use of text mining in bibliometric 

nalysis. 

.6. Limitations of the study 

Despite the advantages of using text mining techniques to re- 

uce the dimensionality of such a considerable amount of infor- 

ation and convert it into a relevant analysis, there are some lim- 

tations that are inherently associated with this approach. The first 

imitation is that the approach that was used in this study depends 

n finding terms with high frequencies and, based on a high co- 

ccurrence of these frequencies, relationships are found to build 

lusters based on latent semantic analysis. This means that, as less 

requent terms are not as visible, very recent trends are more dif- 

cult to pick. 

Thus, much of the analysis was based on the assumption that a 

igh occurrence term frequency was equivalent to a high topic rel- 

vance, as most of the bibliometric studies have done [ 22–24 , 41 ].

his assumption allowed us to base our analysis on the actual con- 

ent of the database. The alternative to this option would have 

een to pre-select a set of terms that some experts deemed as 

ore topics in OR/MS, like previous authors have done (see, e.g., 

 6 , 27 ]), and then limit our analysis to this set of terms. However,

e feel that the frequency approach was more suitable for our 

tudy’s objective because we aimed to make a comprehensive ex- 

loration of the topics that have been covered by OR/MS. Further- 

ore, the text mining extraction and clustering methods used in 

his study still needed experts’ input to identify non-relevant terms 

nd to synthesize the content of the clusters, i.e. naming the clus- 

ers. Similarly, as we needed to find a compromise between data 

ompleteness and ease of analysis, we needed to select thresholds 

o include only relevant information, as previous studies have done 

 28 , 40 , 84 ]. 
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Notwithstanding the limitations, we think that this study pro- 

ides a very interesting view of the past and current state of 

he OR/MS field and that it has found a good compromise be- 

ween summarizing a significantly high amount of information and 

ot losing much of the richness of the content contained in the 

atabase of OR/MS review papers. This was attained by using a va- 

iety of approaches to text mining (two-, three-, and four-word text 

xtraction, latent semantic analysis, term list consolidation) and by 

uilding clear illustrations that enable conducting simpler analy- 

es. The use of two-, three- and four-word terms included in the 

itles, abstracts, and author keywords also provided the analyses 

ith contextual information about topics and methods, which is 

omething that lacks in previous studies that tend to focus on one- 

ord terms. 

. Conclusion 

This paper studied the evolution of OR/MS through the most 

requently studied topics in literature review papers. Text mining 

echniques were used to discover which are the most consolidated 

opics in the field and how often they have been the subject of 

eviews and citations throughout the years. 

Results from this study suggest that supply chain management 

as come to be one of the core and most reviewed objects of re-

earch in OR/MS, whereas review papers on analytic hierarchy pro- 

ess have been the most influential. Most recently (2015-2017), re- 

iew papers on supply chain risk management and big data ana- 

ytics have had the highest impact in the field, showing the main 

urrent trends in the field. Text mining of papers citing OR/MS lit- 

rature reviews suggested that OR/MS has had an influence in a 

ide variety of subject areas, outside the traditional areas of influ- 

nce from OR/MS, and that optimization continues to be one of the 

ost highly influential methodologies of OR/MS. Results from this 

tudy furthermore showed that topics associated with the mitiga- 
Fig. A1. Number of review papers p

21 
ion of climate change (circular economy, carbon emissions, food 

aste, eco-efficiency, green manufacturing) and current technolog- 

cal trends (additive manufacturing, cloud computing, smart cities, 

icrogrid, digital twin), which are being currently studied by other 

ubject areas, have yet to catch the interest of the OR/MS commu- 

ity. 

Finally, we provided the reader with two summary tables of 

eview papers that have developed a structured analysis regard- 

ng different topics, such as benchmarks, classification schemes, 

nd taxonomies, to serve as an overview of the state-of-the-art in 

R/MS. All things considered, this study provides a summary of 

ore concepts and studies in OR/MS, emerging topics in the field, 

nd future research opportunities. 

upplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be 

ound, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.omega.2020.102388 . 

ppendix 

earch strings 

Literature review papers: 

(SU = Operations Research & Management Science AND 

TS = review OR TS = survey OR TS = literature OR TS = overview

R TS = bibilograph 

∗ OR TS = state-of-the-art OR TS = "state of the 

rt" OR TS = histor ∗ OR TS = bibliometr ∗) NOT TS = "online review 

∗"

OT TS = "data collected" NOT TS = "structural equation" NOT 

S = "survey data" NOT TS = "consumer review 

∗" NOT TS = "customer 

eview 

∗" NOT TS = "product review 

∗") AND LANGUAGE: (English) 

ND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Review) 
er year for each LSA cluster. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2020.102388
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Table A1 

Review papers per journal included in this study. 

Journal Name Abbreviation # reviews 

4OR-A Quarterly Journal of Operations Research 4OR-Q J OPER RES 7 

Advances In Operations Research ADV OPER RES 0 

Annals of Operations Research ANN OPER RES 37 

Applied Stochastic Models In Business and Industry APPL STOCH MODEL BUS 1 

Asia-Pacific Journal of Operational Research ASIA PAC J OPER RES 4 

Brazilian Journal of Operations & Production Management BRAZ J OPER PROD MANAGE 0 

Central European Journal of Operations Research CENT EUR J OPER RES 1 

Computers Environment and Urban Systems COMPUT ENVIRON URBAN 13 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems COMPUT INTEG MANUF SYST 7 

Computers & Operations Research COMPUT OPER RES 43 

Computational Optimization and Applications COMPUT OPTIM APPL 1 

Concurrent Engineering-Research and Applications CONCURRENT ENG-RES A 7 

Criminal Justice Studies CRIMINAL JUST STUD 0 

Decision Support Systems DECIS SUPPORT SYST 28 

Discrete Event Dynamic Systems-Theory and Applications DISCRETE EVENT DYN S 1 

Discrete Optimization DISCRETE OPTIM 0 

Engineering Economist ENG ECON 0 

Engineering Optimization ENG OPTIMIZ 2 

Euro Journal On Computational Optimization EUR J COMPUT OPTIM 0 

European Journal of Industrial Engineering EUR J IND ENG 6 

European Journal of Operational Research EUR J OPER RES 408 

Expert Systems With Applications EXPERT SYST APPL 131 

Flexible Services and Manufacturing Journal FLEX SERV MANUF J 3 

Fuzzy Optimization and Decision Making FUZZY OPTIM DECIS MA 4 

Ieee Systems Journal IEEE SYST J 8 

Iie Transactions IIE TRANS 17 

Iise Transactions IISE TRANS 2 

Ima Journal of Management Mathematics IMA J MANAG MATH 5 

Infor INFOR 8 

Information and Decision Technologies INFOR AND DECI TECH 2 

Informs Journal On Computing INFORMS J COMPUT 7 

International Journal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing INT J COMPUT INTEG M 27 

International Journal of Flexible Manufacturing Systems INT J FLEX MANUF SYST 2 

International Journal of Information Technology & Decision Making INT J INF TECH DECIS 3 

International Journal of Knowledge and Systems Science INT J KNOWLEDGE SYST SCI 0 

International Journal of Management Science and Engineering Management INT J MANAGE SCI ENG MANAGE 0 

International Journal of Production Economics INT J PROD ECON 80 

International Journal of Production Research INT J PROD RES 107 

International Journal of Systems Science INT J SYST SCI 12 

International Journal of Technology Management INT J TECHNOL MANAGE 22 

International Transactions In Operational Research INT T OPER RES 8 

Interfaces INTERFACES 17 

Interpersonal Development INTERP DEVELOP 2 

Journal of Decision Systems J DECI SYST 0 

Journal of Global Optimization J GLOBAL OPTIM 4 

Journal of Industrial and Management Optimization J IND MANAG OPTIM 3 

Journal of Manufacturing Systems J MANUF SYST 29 

Journal of Operations Management J OPER MANAG 25 

Journal of The Operational Research Society J OPER RES SOC 43 

Journal of The Operations Research Society of China J OPER RES SOC CHINA 0 

Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications J OPTIMIZ THEORY APP 6 

Journal of Quality Technology J QUAL TECHNOL 12 

Journal of Scheduling J SCHEDULING 4 

Journal of Simulation J SIMUL 5 

Journal of Systems Engineering J SYST ENG 1 

Journal of Systems Engineering and Electronics J SYST ENG ELECTRON 1 

Journal of Systems Science and Systems Engineering J SYST SCI SYST ENG 0 

Large Scale Systems In Information and Decision Technologies LARG SCL SYS INFOR DECI TECH 6 

Logistics and Transportation Review LOG TRANSP REVIEW 2 

M&Som-Manufacturing & Service Operations Management M&SOM-MANUF SERV OP 2 

Maintenance Management International MAINT MANAG INT 1 

Management Services In Government MANAG SERV GOV 2 

Management Science MANAGE SCI 31 

Mathematical Methods of Operations Research MATH METHOD OPER RES 1 

Mathematics of Operations Research MATH OPER RES 2 

Mathematical Programming MATH PROGRAM 1 

Mathematical Programming Computation MATH PROGRAM COMPUT 0 

Mathematical Programming Study MATH PROGRAM STUDY 1 

Memetic Computing MEMET COMPUT 1 

Military Operations Research MIL OPER RES 2 

Naval Research Logistics NAV RES LOG 8 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table A1 ( continued ) 

Naval Research Logistics Quarterly NAV RES LOG QTLY 2 

Networks & Spatial Economics NET SPATIAL ECON 0 

Networks NETWORKS 8 

New Zealand Operational Research NEW ZEALAND OPER RES 3 

Numerical Algebra Control and Optimization NUM ALGEBRA CONT OPTIM 0 

Omega-International Journal of Management Science OMEGA-INT J MANAGE S 68 

Operations Research OPER RES 32 

Operations Research and Decisions OPER RES DECI 0 

Operations Research Letters OPER RES LETT 4 

Operations Research Perspectives OPER RES PERSP 0 

Operational Research Quarterly OPER RES QTLY 4 

Operational Research OPER RES-GER 3 

Opsearch OPSEARCH 0 

Optimal Control Applications & Methods OPTIM CONTR APPL MET 2 

Optimization and Engineering OPTIM ENG 5 

Optimization Letters OPTIM LETT 4 

Optimization Methods & Software OPTIM METHODS SOFT 0 

Optimization OPTIMIZATION 1 

Or Spectrum OR SPECTRUM 15 

Proceedings of The Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part O-Journal of Risk and 

Reliability 

P I MECH ENG O-J RIS 5 

Pacific Journal of Optimization PACIFIC J OPTIM 0 

Probability In The Engineering and Informational Sciences PROBAB ENG INFORM SC 2 

Production and Operations Management PROD OPER MANAG 20 

Production Planning & Control PROD PLAN CONTROL 25 

Quality Progress QUAL PROG 1 

Quality and Reliability Engineering International QUAL RELIAB ENG INT 22 

Quality Technology and Quantitative Management QUAL TECHNOL QUANT M 1 

Queueing Systems QUEUEING SYST 3 

Rairo-Operations Research RAIRO-OPER RES 2 

Rairo-Recherche Operationnelle-Operations Research RAIRO-RECH OPER 2 

Reliability Engineering & System Safety RELIAB ENG SYST SAFE 65 

Safety Science SAFETY SCI 136 

Socio-Economic Planning Sciences SOCIO-ECON PLAN SCI 9 

Sort-Statistics and Operations Research Transactions SORT-STAT OPER RES T 2 

Studies In Informatics and Control STUD INFORM CONTROL 3 

Systems & Control Letters SYST CONTR LETT 0 

Systems Engineering SYSTEMS ENG 2 

Technovation TECHNOVATION 28 

Top TOP 5 

Transportation Research Part B-Methodological TRANSPORT RES B-METH 12 

Transportation Research Part E-Logistics and Transportation Review TRANSPORT RES E-LOG 9 

Transportation Science TRANSPORT SCI 13 
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Fig. A2. Heatmap of the number of standardized number of papers per REV cluster in which a specific term was found. 
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